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In recentyears, considerableinteresthas been expressedin the tactical
supercruiser.1 This next generationfighteris intendedto cruise efficiently
at supersonicspeeds and yet maintain or better the transonicmaneuver
performanceof today'slightweightfighters. Efficientcruiseperformance
dictates a thin, highly swept, slenderwing in order to minimizewave drag
penalties. This can conflictwith the maneuver requirement. The modern
lightweightfighterillustratesthe excellenttransonicmaneuverabilityof a
moderatelyswept wing and leadingedge vortex strakes. Consequently,
designinga slenderwing with the desiredmaneuverand supersonic
characteristicspresentsa major challengein the developmentof the tactical
supercruiser.
There are two approachesto designinga slenderwing for this multiple
role. The traditionalmethod2-5 optimizeswing camber and twist for attached
flow at the supersonicdesign point. The desiredattachedflow wing shape for
maneuver is approximatedthroughdeploymentof leadingand trailingedge
flaps. Unfortunately,it is very difficultto maintainattachedflow along
the highly swept leadingedges. Flow separationgenerallyreducesthe
availableleadingedge thrust and resultsin increaseddrag. The alternative
method treats the maneuverpoint differently.It is well known that flow
separationaround a highly swept leadingedge may take the form of a vortex.
If the flow separationcan be controlledsuch that the low surfacepressures
due to the vortex act upon a deflectedleadingedge flap, the resultant
suctionmay cause an effectivethrust to be recovered. Severalstudieshave
indicatedthat the proper choice of leadingedge camber can providea
favorablebalancebetweenvortex lift and vortex inducedthrust recovery.6
Designinga slenderwing for attachedflow at moderateto high angles of
attack leads to severewing warp and complicatedleading-edgeflap systems.
The optimalcamberand twist distributiontypicallyis determinedwith
inviscidflow models due to the difficultyassociatedwith modelingthe highly
three-dimensionalboundarylayerscharacteristicof these wings.
Unfortunately,this inviscidapproximationis rarelysatisfactory,and adverse
flow separationoccurs at this design condition. Wings optimizedfor vortex
flow also requiresubstantialwing warp. In contrastto the attachedflow
case however,vortex flow will respondto flat plate approximationsof the
optimum leading-edgeshape with only minimallosses.7 Flow separationis
exploitedratherthan suppressed. The appropriateleadingedge profilefor
these leadingedge vortex flaps (LEVF),however,has yet to be defined.
As with any aerodynamicsystem,there are tradeoffsto be made. The
ideal flap geometry8 would fix the separationpoint at the leadingedge, trap
the vortex on the flap for its entire length,promoteflow reattachmentalong
the flap hinge-line,and not adverselyaffect the stabilitycharacteristicsof
the wing (figure1). These requirementsare not easilymet. By restricting
the flap to be planar (simple)and with a sharp leadingedge (fixedseparation
line),the design parameterspace can be reducedto two variables:leading
edge profileand flap deflectionangle. The leadingedge profiledetermines
the flap area distribution. The profileis usuallychosento concentratethe
vortexinducedloads on the flap and manipulatethe vortex strength
distribution. Flap deflectioninfluencesthe overallvortex strengthby
changingthe flow incidenceor upwash angle at the leadingedge. For example,
deflectingthe leadingedge downwardswill reducethe vortex strengthby
reducingthe upwashangle at the leadingedge. Flap deflectionallows a given
flap geometryto be used for severaldifferentflow environments.
3Numerousconfigurationshave been proposedwith varyingdegreesof
success (figure2).9-11 A constantchord, full span LEVF is one of the
simplestchoices,shows significantimprovementsin L/D, but sufferspitchup
at moderateto high angles of attack. An inverselytapered,full span LEVF
alleviatesthe pitchup, but in turn sacrificesL/D. Part span and segmented
LEVF can be tailoredto maintainacceptablelongitudinalcharacteristics,but
have not shown the L/D potentialof the constantchord, full span LEVF. As
experiencewith the vortexflap was gained,a design optimizationcode was
developed at the NASA LangleyResearchCenterto specifya LEVF geometry. As
a result,the latestgenerationof vortex flaps,constrainedin the design
procedureto provideflow reattachmentalong the flap hinge line, utilizesa
"gothic"planform.
The experimentalLEVF researchto date has strivedto developa data base
appropriatefor performancecalculations. Wind tunneltests have attemptedto
optimize L/D at moderate to high lift coefficientswithout incurringa
pitchingmoment penalty. Theoreticalmethodshave also focusedon
longitudinalproblems,but from the analysisand design standpoint.
Consequently,the experimentaland analyticalexpertiseconcerningthe
lateral-directionalcharacteristicsof slenderwings employingLEVF is
extremelyIimited.
With regardto lateral-directionalcharacteristics,numerousslender
wing/bodyconfigurationswere investigatedduring the supersoniccruise
transportstudiesof the 1970's.12-15 These designspromotedattachedflow
and typicallyinhibitedleadingedge vortex flowswhen possible. Concepts
includeddelta, arrow, and cranked arrow wing planformswith wing leadingedge
sweep angles of between65 and 80 degrees. The wind tunnelmodels used were
not of the generictype, but representedcompleteaircraft;they included
horizontal and vertical tails, leading and trailing edge flaps, a high
fineness ratio fuselage, and engine nacelles. Several lateral-directional
deficiencies were noted in these tests which may impact the design of slender
wings employing LEVF. Insufficient CnB, excessive C_6, and limited roll power
were frequently encountered. Directional instabilities were usually due to
long, slender fuselage noses extending far forward of the moment reference
center. Wing alone, the slender planform typically realized increasingly
stable values of Cn6 with angle of attack. Attached flow leading edge flaps
may produce either favorable or unfavorable increments in Cn6 depending on
their geometry. Large negative values of the effective dihedral parameter are
characteristic of slender wing configurations. Because of the low moment of
inertia about the roll axis relative to the pitch and yaw axes, excessive
-C_6 may aggravate a dutch roll tendency. Leading edge flap deflections and
wing anhedral have been shown to be effective in reducing the magnitude of
-C_6.
Slender wing aircraft often are unable to provide the roll power
necessary to counter their high effective dihedral during crosswind
landings. Small wing spans severely bound the aileron span, area, and moment
arms and as a result limit the available roll power. Consequently, high
landing speeds at low lift coefficients are dictated. Trailing edge flaps
mixed with ailerons as elevons are generally used during low-speed flight in
order to increase the lift coeficient for a given pitch angle. As a result,
the deflection angle available for aileron use is significantly reduced. An
alternative approach to providing roll control might depend on asymmetrical
LEVFdeflections. It has been postulated that by directing the flap produced
forces in the proper direction, rolling and yawing moments and possibly side
force may be generated. Whether the magnitudes of these forces and moments
would be comparableto those producedby conventionalcontrolsurfaceshas yet
to be investigated.
From a theoreticalstandpoint,there are relativelyfew methods available
which predictseparationinducedvortex flow effectsas comparedto attached
flow methodology,even fewer methodswhich predictlateral-directionalas
comparedto longitudinalcharacteristics,and fewer still which will predict
both. For vortex flow, longitudinalforce and moment propertiesare often
estimatedwith linearmethodsby couplingthe suctionanalogyof Polhamus16 to
either a Vortex LatticeMethod (Lamar17) or a Quasi-VortexLatticeMethod
(Lan18). For detailed surfacepressuredistributions,additionalreal flow
effects, and as a consequence,increasedaccuracy,non-linearmethodsmust be
used. Examplesof such methodsincludethe Free VortexSheet Method (Johnson
et al.19), free vortex filamentmethods (Kandilet al.20 or Mehrotra21),and
the Euler methods (Jameson22). However,for lateral-directionalproperties,
the availablemethods are limitedto an extensionof the Quasi-VortexLattice
Method called VORSTAB23 and to the Free VortexSheet Method.
Linearmethods continueto be attractivefor their relativesimplicity
and low computer cost. For vortex flow estimates,these intrinsicqualities
are typified in Lamar'sVortexLatticeMethodcoupledwith the Polhamus
SuctionAnalogy(VLM-SA).17 Although it does not predictdetailsof the
surfaceload distributions,this method is extremelyusefulfor estimating
longitudinalforces and, to a lesserdegree,moments. In addition,VLM-SAhas
been validatedfor a very wide varietyof configurations. An alternative
linear method was developedby Lan who coupledthe suctionanalogywith his
Quasi-VortexLatticeMethod (QVLM). In its originalform, this method was
limitedto longitudinalforces and moments. However,Lan and Hsu23 recently
developedVORSTAB,an extensionof QVLM, to providelateral-directional
results. This relativelynew method has yet to be validatedhowever,against
a sufficientlybroad range of experimentaldata.
The non-linearvortex flow methodsare primarilyused to obtaindetailed
three-dimensionalsurfacepressures.In additionto the pressuresthemselves,
they offer betterestimatesof pitchingmoments, root bendingmoments,and
distributedloads than do the linearmethods.Much as would be expected
though,the non-linearmethodsare more expensivein both human and computer
resourcesthan the linearmethods. Possiblythe cheif non-linearmethod in
use to date is the Free Vortex Sheet Method (FVS). Based on higher order
panel technology,the FVS method has been shown to providegood estimatesof
wing surfacepressures,forces,and moments. Additionally,this method is not
limitedto longitudinalconfigurations. Althoughthe FVS method is comparable
to other 3-D non-linearmethodsin terms of resourceexpenditures,this method
is too expensiveto use for initialforce and moment estimatesduring
preliminarydesign.
Early in the design process,simple,low cost, linearmethodswhich can
be quicklyappliedto a wide varietyof configurationsare typicallyfavored.
For longitudinalresults,VLM-SAdoes very well. There is a need however,for
a lateral-directionalmethod. For the presentinvestigation,it was decided
to concentratethe theoreticalstudieson VORSTAB. This programis attractive
for severalreasons. It is a simple,inexpensivecode to apply. VORSTABis
sufficientlygeneralthat it permitsmultipleliftingsurfacesof arbitrary
planform,leadingand trailingedge flaps, verticalsurfaces,and a body of
revolutionfuselage. Vortex breakdowneffectsare accountedfor by utilizing
a correlationparameterderivedfrom the predictedleadingedge suction
distributionfor attachedflow. Empiricalformulae,derivedfrom a least
square analysisof the delta wing data of Wentz,24 are used to predictthe
7angle for vortex breakdownat the trailingedge, the progressionrate of
vortex breakdown,and the vortex lift recoveredin the breakdownregion. The
theoreticalpredictionsprovidedby VORSTABhaveyet to be evaluatedagainsta
sufficientlydiverse range of experimentaldata. In particular,camberand
verticaltail effectshaveyet to be documented. Some theory-experiment
correlationshave been made by Lan and Hsu,23 but these are limitedto planar
wings of delta, croppeddelta, and crankedarrow planforms. In addition,Lan
questionsthe validityof some of the wind tunneldata used in the compari-
sons. Until the theory'sutilityhas been substantiated,the program's
usefulnesswill be extremelylimited.
As the vortex flap conceptfor generatingmaneuverlift has matured,the
lateral-directionalpropertiesof these slenderwing-flapconfigurationshave
become increasinglyimportant. Consequently,both the experimentaldata base
and the analyticaltechniquesfor predictingthese characteristicsneed
improvement. As a result,the purposeof this investigationis to determine
the low-speedlateral-directionalcharacteristicsof a generic74 degree delta
wing-body configurationemployingthe latestgeneration,gothic planform,
vortex flaps. In addition,the experimentaldata is to be comparedagainst
VORSTAB predictionsto aid in documentingthis new method.
LIST OF SYMBOLS
b Wingspan 1.838 ft.
c Mean aerodynamicchord
CD Drag coefficient
CDo Zero lift drag coefficient
C_ Rollingmoment coefficient
C_B Rollingmoment due to sideslipstabilityparameter
CL Lift coefficient
CLa Lift curve slope
CLmax Maximumlift coefficient
Cm Pitchingmoment coefficient
Cmo Zero lift pitchingmoment coefficient
Cn Yawingmoment coefficient
CnB Yawingmoment due to sideslipstabilityparameter
Cy Side force coefficient
CyB Side force due to sideslipstabilityparameter
LEVF Leadingedge vortex flap
L/D Lift to drag ratio
L/Dmax Maximum lift to drag ratio
S Wing area 3.81067ft.2
Sf Flap area (each)0.4327 ft.2
St Verticaltail area 0.3125 ft.2
, deg Angle of attack
so, deg Angle of attack for zero lift
B, deg Angle of sideslip
6LE, deg Leadingedge deflectionangle
6A, deg Differentialailerondeflectionangle
DESCRIPTIONOF EXPERIMENT
The genericwind-tunnelmodel illustratedin figure 3 includesan
uncamberedwing with sharp edges, leadingand trailingedge flaps,a body of
revolutionfuselage,and a centerlinemountedverticaltail. The "canopy
like" appendageto the fuselagewas necessaryto house pressureinstrumen-
tation and was faired into the fuselagefor a minimum of flow interference.
Leading-edgeflap deflectionangles of -30, O, 30, 35, 40, and 45 degrees,
measurednormal to the flap hingeline,were obtainedthroughthe use of flush
mounted brackets. Trailingedge flap deflectionsof O, ±10, and ±20 degrees
were set with adjustablepinch hinges. Gaps betweenthe leadingor trailing
edge flaps and the wing were sealedalong the lower surfacewith thin mylar
tape.
The NASA LangleyResearchCenter 7- by lO-FootHigh-SpeedWind Tunnelwas
utilizedfor this experiment. Force and momentmeasurementswere made with
two six-component strain-gauge balances. The forward balance measured loads
on the ogive nose only with a metric break just forward of the canopy while
the main balance measured loads for the entire model. Wing surface pressures
were not recorded during this particular test. Figure 4 shows the model on
the high angle of attack stability rig and the HS-15 sting. Sideslip and
angle of attack were obtained through a combination of pitch and roll. Angle
of attack was varied between 0 and 40 degrees with sideslip angles ranging
between -16 and +16 degrees. A detailed run schedule is presented in Table
AI. The test Mach number was 0.20 for a Reynolds number of 7.05 million based
on the mean aerodynamic chord.
The wind-tunnel data have been corrected for blockage and jet boundary
effects as per references 26 and 27 respectively. Balance chamber pressures
were measured and the axial force measurements were adjusted to correspond to
free-stream static pressure acting in the model chamber. Sting and balance
bending were accounted for in the determination of sideslip and angle of
attack. Boundary layer transition was fixed by the method of reference 28;
0.I0 inch wide transition strips of No. 90 carborundum grains were placed 1.0
inch streamwise from the flap and vertical tail leading edges. A similar 0.i0
inch wide ring of No. 80 carborundum grains was placed 1.5 inches aft of the
nose.
The longitudinal data are presented in the stability system of axes and
the lateral-directional data are given in the body system of axes as shown in
figure 5. The reference wing area is based on the planform area of the 74
degree delta wing extended into the centerline plus the area of the
undeflected LEVF. The reference mean aerodynamic chord is assumed to be that
of the reference wing exclusive of the LEVFo The lateral-directional
stability derivatives were determined for _ = 0 by differencing data obtained
i0
at B = ± 4 degrees. In assemblingthe test matrix and in analyzingthe data,
the followingperspectivewas maintained. The 0 degree deflectionwas
consideredto be the baselinecase. This planar configurationretainsfull
vortex flow effectsand permitsthe comparisonof one vortex flow to
another. Force and moment incrementsdue to vortex flap deflectionwould
compare very differentlyto an attachedflow wing, however. The 40 degree
deflectionwas designedfor 14 degreesangle of attackwhere it was to
generatea vortex that remainedon the flap for the lengthof the flap and
promoteflow reattachmentalong the flap hinge line. The 30 degree deflection
was representativeof an off-designconditionwhich was to illustratethe
vortex flow sensitivityor insensitivityto flap deflectionangle. The -30
degree deflectionwas to simulatea landingconfigurationwhere the maximum
lift coefficientfor a given angle of attack is desired.
EXPERIMENTALRESULTSAND DISCUSSION
LongitudinalAerodynamicCharacteristics
Althoughthis investigationis primarilyconcernedwith the lateral
directionalcharacteristicsof vortex flaps,an understandingof their longi-
tudinalcharacteristicswill prove helpful. Figure6a illustrateslift as a
functionof angle of attack. As is typicalof planar,slenderwings employing
vortex flow, the curvescan be split into three regions.At very low angles of
attack,the vortex lift effectsare small. The lift curve is locallycharac-
terizedby a nearly linear regionwith a relativelyshallowslope. This is
the low angle of attack region. Increasingthe angle of attack leads to the
formationof leading-edgevorticesand vortex lift. The lift curve transi-
tions to and maintainsa steeperslope for the angle-of-attackrange in which
the vortex lift dominates. This is the vortex flow region. Eventually,the
angle of attack is increasedto the point where the vortex becomesunstable
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and bursts. Coincidentwith this deteriorationof the vortex is a gradual
loss of vortexlift. Consequently,the lift curve slope tapers off until
CLmax is attained. This is the vortex burst region. It shouldbe emphasized
that vortex burst may occur at a much lower angle of attack than the angle for
CLmax. These same trends are seen when the LEVF are deflected. As would be
expected,positive,downwarddeflectionsshow an extendedlinear range. They
also show the normal shift with the increasedwing camber. As the angle of
attack is increased,a vortexeventuallyforms on the deflectedflap. Since
the local angle of attack at the leadingedge has been reducedthroughflap
deflection,the vortexthat forms is substantiallyweaker than that for the
baselinecase at the same wing angle of attack. In addition,the deflected
flap trades a portionof the vortex lift for thrust. Consequently,for angles
of attack below 40 degrees,there is a significantreductionin lift as a
result of postiveflap deflection. Reducingthe local angle of attack how-
ever, allows the deflectedflap cases to carry the vortex to higherangles of
attack before burstingoccurs. Noticethat there is a significantchange in
CLa at 25 degrees angle of attack for the baselinecase while CLm for the 30
and 40 degree cases does not decay until 36 degrees.
The inverted-30 degree deflectionis a specialcase. Specifically
consideredfor landingconfigurations,it is intendedto producehigh lift at
low angles of attack. The upwarddeflectioninitiatesthe vortex lift incre-
ment at slightlynegativeangles of attackand for anglesbelow 15 degrees, it
yields a roughlyconstantincreasein CL of 0.04 over the undeflectedcase.
This representsa 6- to 9-percentimprovementbetween10 and 15 degreesover
baseline performance. As the angle of attack is increasedabove 20 degrees,
there is no lift advantageto the invertedflap.
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The configurationpitchingmoment characteristicsare shown in figure6b
as a functionof angle of attack and lift coefficient. For the 0 and -30
degree cases, Cm varies almost linearlywith angle of attackfor angles below
vortex breakdown. Note the slightpitchup for the 0 degree case beginningat
25 degreesangle of attack. For the -30 degreecase, pitchupoccurs at 28
degreesand is more pronounced. For the 0 and -30 degree cases the vortex
forms at a very low angle of attack and does not change significantlyuntil
burstingoccurs. For the 30 and 40 degreedeflectionshowever,the vortex
forms later and grows in stages. The very slight nonlinearitiesin the
pitchingmoment curve indicatewhen the vortexbegins to take effect,when it
beginsto spill off the flap, and when it beginsto burst. Both the 30 and 40
degree cases indicatepitchupbeginningat 36 degreesangle of attack. Note
that the anglesmentionedin referenceto pitchupand vortexburst correspond
to the angles mentionedearlierwhile discussingthe lift curve slopes of the
variousflap cases.
Figure 6c and 6d illustratethe fundamentaleffectsof vortex flaps:
reducingdrag and improvingL/D. For lift coefficientsbelow 0.8, deflecting
the LEVF downwardsignificantlyimprovesthe configurationL/D. The maximum
L/D is improvedby 18 and 22 percentover the baselineby deflectingthe 30
and 40 degree flaps. L/Dmax for the 40 degree case also occurs at an 85
percenthigher lift coefficientthan the baseline. At the design angle of
attack of 14 degrees,the 40 degree flapsyield a lift coefficientof 0.42.
Pressuredata and limitedoil flow photographs(figure6e) from a concurrent
test indicatedthat the 40 degree flap was operatingas designed: the vortex
was containedon the flap for the majorityof its lengthwith only a slight
amount of spillagenear the wing trailingedge. Flow reattachmentoccurredon
or very near the flap hinge line. Althoughthe 30 degree case representsan
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off-design case, note the good L/D performance relative to the design and
baseline cases. The 30 degree case represents a I0 degree perturbation in
flow incidence at the leading edge with only minimal losses. As would be
expected, the -30 degree flaps incur a substantial penalty in L/D. However,
during an approach and landing, reduced L/D implies improved glideslope
control. The increased drag eliminates the need for other forms of speed
brakes and allows for higher power settings on landing which minimizes engine
spool-up time during go-around attempts.
Lateral-Directional Aerodynamic Characteristics
Effect of LEVF Deflection.- The basic lateral-directional stability
derivativesCy_, Cn_, and C_8 of the completewing-body-vertical-tail
configurationare shown in figure 7a and 7b as functionsof angle of attack
and lift coefficient. For the remainingfigures,if the verticaltail is not
specificallymentioned,assumea tail-onconfiguration. Considerthe 0 degree
baselinecase. It shows a relativelyconstantlevel of directionalstability
up to 25 degrees angle of attack with a rapid deteriorationfor higher angles.
CyB and C_B also show deteriorationfor anglesabove 25 degrees. The -30
degree case followssimilartrends. Note that Cy8 and C_8 are considerabley
increasedin magnitudeby deflectingthe flap upwards. The 30 and 40 degree
deflectionshave destabilizingtendencies. Increasingflap deflectionyields
magnitude reductionsin both CyB and C_B and reducedvaluesof CnB at
moderate to high angles of attack. Note howeverthat the unstablecrossing
for CnB is much more gradualfor the downward flap deflections. The unstable
breaks in CyB and C_8 have also been softened. As discussedearlier,a
reducedlevel of effectivedihedralmay be desirable. Comparabletrends are
also shown for these stabilityparametersagainstlift coefficient.
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Effect of verticaltail and forebody.-The verticaltail and forebody
effectson the lateraldirectionalstabilityparametersare presentedin
figures8a and 8b for the 0 and 40 degree flap cases. The wing-body-vertical
tail case representsthe completeconfiguration,the wing-bodycase excludes
the effectsof the tail, and the forebodycase includesonly forebodyeffects.
Note that, for this particularconfiguration,the forebodyhas only a small
effect on the high angle of attack characteristics.For the 0 degree case,
tail effectivenessdeterioratesabove 25 degrees. Note the adverseeffecton
CyB and C_B for these angles. In comparison,the tail remainseffectivefor
the 40 degree case for the entire angle attack rangetested. However,the 40
degree wing-bodyconfigurationhas reducedlevels of CnB at moderateto high
angles of attack relativeto the 0 degree case.
A flow model which might producethese characteristicsis illustratedin
figure 9. For a wing designedfor attachedflow, the verticaltail often is
blanketedin separated,turbulentflow at moderateto high angles of attack.
In the case of vortex flow, the circulationinducedflow reattachmentalong
the flap hingelinehelps to keep the verticaltail effectiveup to moderate
angles of attack. At high angles of attackhowever,the windward vortexhas
the tendencyto spill off the flap and migrate in towardsthe tail. As the
low pressurevortexcore moves inboard,it may reversethe directionof the
verticaltail sidewashfield and induce adverseyawing and rollingmoments.
In addition,the strongerwindwardvortex is forceddown onto the wing surface
and slightlyinboardwhile the weaker leewardvortextends to lift off and
drift outboard. Consequently,this asymmetricvortex structurehas the
potentialto produceundesirableforcesand moments.
Comparethe characteristicsof the 0 degree baselineand the 40 degree
flaps. Ignoringfuselagearea, the 0 degree case does not have any
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significantlateralarea other than the verticaltail. In contrast,the 40
degree case has 64 percentof its lateralarea in the LEVF. For the 0 degree
case, the vortexmaintainsthe tail effectivenessthroughfreestreamflow
entrainmentup to 25 degreesangle of attack. Above 25 degrees,the windward
vortexmoves inboardand beginsto more directlyaffect the tail. As the low
pressurecore of the windwardvortexnears the tail, adverseyawing and
rollingmomentsare generatedin additionto adverseside force. In contrast,
the 40 degree flap case will supporta much weaker vortexsystem for a given
angle of attack. In addition,the windwardvortexwill tend to stay trapped
on the windward flap and resistmigrationinboard. Note that for the entire
angle of attack range tested,the 40 degree case tail remainseffectiveand
and there is no indicationof the vortexmigratinginward. The decaying
directionalstabilityat moderateangles of attack is a wing-bodyvortex flap
phenomenaand does not imply a loss of verticaltail effectiveness.
The basic lateral-directionalforcesand momentsare illustratedin the
followinggroup of figuresas a functionof sideslipfor specificanglesof
attack. Figures10 through 12 providea componentbuildupfor the 0 degree
baselinewhile figures13 through 15 correspondto a similarbuildupfor the
40 degree design case. Figure 16 through18 comparethe characteristicsof
the completeconfigurationfor each flap deflection. These figuresprovide
more informationthan the standardstabilityderivativecomparisonsand will
be used to improvethe currentflow model.
Figure 10 illustratesthe yawing moment characteristicsof the
undeflectedbaselineconfiguration. For the entire sidesliprange tested,it
is readilyapparentthat the verticaltail is the only source of directional
stabilty for anglesof attack up to 25 degrees. It is interestingto note
that the nose accountsfor the majorityof the wing-bodyyawing moment for
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this angle of attack range. Also note the reducedtail effectivenessfor
small sideslipanglesat 5 and 15 degreesangle of attack. At 25 degrees,the
windward vortexbegins to reducethe verticaltail effectivenessat large
sideslipangles. By 35 degreesangle of attack,the tail has begun to produce
adverseyawing moments. Note that the nose no longerdominatesthe wing-body
yawing moments.
The rollingmomentsfor the 0 degree case as a functionof sideslipand
angle of attack are shown in figure 11. For anglesof attack of up to 25
degrees,the rollingmomentsgeneratedare producedby the wing-bodywith only
slight verticaltail effects. As the windward vortexapproachesthe tail, the
low pressurecore inducesa destabilizingrollingmoment which opposesthe
stablewing-bodyproperties. As would be expected,the nose has virtuallyno
effect on the configurationrollingmoment characteristics.
The side force characteristicsare presentedin figure 12. As was shown
for the yawing moment characteristicsat low to moderateangles of attack,the
verticaltail shows reducedeffectivenessfor small sideslipangles. At 30
degrees,the verticaltail looses its effectivenessentirely,while at 35
degrees,the tail producesundesirableincrementsin side force.
Figures13 through15 illustratethe characteristicsof the 40 degree
case. Althoughthe trends are basicallysimilarto the baselinecase just
discussed,there is an additionalpoint to be made. For the baselinecase,
the lateralarea residesin the fuselageand in the verticaltail. The 40-
degree case however,has considerablelateralarea in the LEVF. Consequently,
it would not be surprisingto see the wing-bodycharacteristicsdominatingthe
configurationyawing moment properties. Figure 13c and 13d in particular
emphasizethis point. Despiteacceptabletail effectiveness,the unstable
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nature of the wing-bodyis sufficientto drive the configurationdirectionally
unstable for small sideslipangles.
The yawing moment characteristicsof the variousflap deflectionsare
comparedin figure 16. The trends are similarfor 5 and 15 degreesangle of
attack. At 25 degrees,the 30 and 40 degree flap deflectionseliminatethe
unstablebreak at large sideslipangles. This is due to the downward
deflectedflap's abilityto hold the windward vortexaway from the vertical
tail. Controllingthe windwardvortex also helps to extendthe usable
sideslip range at high anglesof attack. Figures17 and 18 illustratethis
tendency relativeto the configurationrollingmoment and side force
properties.
Effect of AsymmetricalLEVF Deflection.-The objectiveof this portionof
the experimentalprogramwas to determineif asymmetricalLEVF deflections
could producerollingmomentscomparableto those of conventionalailerons.
The baselinecase in this instanceis representedby the symmetric30 degree
LEVF deflection. The differentialailerondeflectionsof _10 and ±20 degrees
are superimposedonto this symmetric30 degree case for comparisonpurposes.
All cases includea verticaltail. As presentedin figure 19, the asymmetric
LEVF deflectionsare not suitablefor producingrollingmoments. The rolling
moment incrementsthat can be producedin this fashionvary considerablyin
magnitudewith angle of attack,are accompaniedby adverseyawing moments,and
are small relativeto those generatedthroughailerondeflections. Note that
the conventionaldifferentialaileronsproducerelativelyconstantrolling
moment incrementswhich are accompaniedby favorableyawing moments. Figure
20 illustratesthat the asymmmetricLEVF are capableof producinglarge side
forces at moderateto high angles of attack. The small rollingand yawing
moments can most probablybe trimmedout leavinga net side force. Direct
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side force controlmight be useful in maneuveringand crosswindlanding
situations.
Extendingthe flow model to describethese characteristicsis straight
forward. Considerthe 0:45 case. This configurationhas the left leading
edge at 0 degreesand the right leadingedge at 45 degrees. At low to
moderateangles of attack,there is a relativelystrong vortex on the left-
hand side and a relativelyweak vortex on the right-handside. Stronger
vortex lift on the left-handside is enough to accountfor the postiverolling
moments. As in the case of the 40 degree symmetricLEVF, the weaker vortexon
the 45 degree flap has enough strengthand area to generateadverseyawing
moments and large side forces. The yawing momentsand side forces are
generatedbecausethe left-handflap does not have any lateralarea with which
to opposethem. Note that the trends are similarfor the 35:45 degree case,
but they are smallerin magnitude:there is less of an imbalancein lateral
area. As the angle of attack is increasedabove 20 degrees,the 0 degree
vortex has moved inboardwhile the 45 degree vortex has spilledoff the flap
but remainsnear the flap hingeline. The 0 degree vortex beginsto influence
the tail producingrollingand yawing momentswhich counterand eventually
overpowerthe momentsgeneratedby the wing. Above 28 degrees,the 0 degree
vortexhas probablybegun to burst while the 45 degree vortexhas moved
inboardinto the vicinityof the verticaltail. As a result,there is an
increasinglypositive rollingmoment and negativeyawing moment. At this
stage, the flap and verticaltail are both producingpositiveside force.
The stabilityderivativesfor the asymmetriccases are presentedin
figure21. The characteristicsfor the 30 degree baselinehave been presented
previouslyin figure 7. By differentiallydeflectingthe leadingedges ±5
degreesto 35:45, there is a substantialincreasein both CyB and Cribbetween
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15 and 30 degrees angle of attack. The 0:45 deflectionshows little change in
CyB , but does presenta slight reductionin CnB at 25 degreesangle of
attack.The 0:45 deflectionsalso reduceC_B slightlyrelativeto the
symmetric30 degree case.
Figures22 through24 presentthe yawing moment,rollingmoment,and
side-forcecharacteristicsof the asymmetricLEVF as functionsof sideslip.
These figuresare includedbecauseit is importantto note that the lateral-
directionalcharacteristicsof the 0:45 and 35:45 LEVF deflectionsdo not
differ significantlyfrom the characteristicsof the symmetric30 degree
case. The asymmetricLEVF do not show any unusualcharacteristicsother than




Althoughthis study is primarilyconcernedwith lateral-directional
characteristics,VORSTABhas longitudinalfeaturesof interestnot available
in other linearmethodsto empiricallyaccountfor vortex breakdowneffects.
The longitudinalpredictionsfrom VORSTAB,with and withoutvortexburst
effects, are comparedin figures25 through28 againstexperimentaldata.
Additionally,theoreticalpredictionsfrom the widely used VLM-SA of Lamar,
which does not accountfor vortex breakdowneffects,are also presented.
The longitudinalpredictionsfor the 0 degree baselineare presentedin
figures 25a and 25b. Relativeto VLM-SA,the lift and drag estimatesfrom
VORSTAB are surprisinglypoor. Relativeto the experimentaldata, the VORSTAB
burst-offcase (vortexburst featuresdisabled)shows the proper trends,but
the lift, drag, and pitchingmoment estimatesare too low, too high, and too
high, respectively. With the vortexburst-oncase (vortexburst features
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enabled),the lift and drag estimatesworsen,while the pitchingmoment
estimatesimprove. The combinationof low lift and reasonablepitchingmoment
characteristicsimply that the VORSTABburst-onlongitudinalload centroidwas
calculatedto be too far aft. Althoughthe impactof the vortex burst-on
featureson the longitudinalcharacteristicswas too severe,the angle of
attack for which the vortex lift effectsbegin to deterioratewas correctly
predicted. These vortex burst featuresbegan to influenceVORSTAB'sestimates
at 25 degreesangle of attack,the angle which was identifiedearlierduring
the analysisof the experimentaldata.
Figure 26 illustratesthe performanceof VORSTABand VLM-SA relativeto
the 40 degree case. For this camberedconfiguration,the VLM-SAand VORSTAB
lift estimatesare very good. While VLM-SAslightlyunder predictsthe high
angle-of-attacklift characteristics,VORSTABis slightlylow for the low to
moderateangle of attack range. Also, in contrastto the baselinecase, the
VORSTABburst-oncalculationscorrectlypredictthe break in the lift curve.
Althoughthe drag estimatesare slightlyhigh, the vortex burst effectsare
correctlyaccountedfor. As for the baselinecase, the pitchingmomentsare
over-estimatedin magnitude. Since the longitudinalloads are correctly
predictedfor the 40 degree case,yet the pitchingmoments remainover-
estimated,this is furtherevidenceof a load centroidlocatedtoo far aft.
The VORSTABestimatesfor the 30 and -30 degree cases, figure 27 and 28
respectively,are similarto the estimatescalculatedfor the 40 and 0 degree
cases, respectively. Althoughthe vortex burst effectsare not correctly
predictedfor the 30 degree case, the basic lift and drag comparisonsare
good. The pitchingmomentsare over predicted.The VORSTAB-30 degree
estimatesof the lift and drag characteristicsare poor relativeto those
availablefrom VLM-SA. The pitchingmoment estimatesfor the burst-oncase
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are fortuitous. Note that the vortexburst effectsare predictedby VORSTAB
to occur at 25 and 20 degreesangle of attack for the 30 and -30 degree flap
deflections,respectively. However,the longitudinalanalysisof the
experimentaldata indicatedthat these angles were 36 and 28 degrees
respectively.
It is not surprisingthat the method used in VORSTABto accountfor
vortex burst effectsdoes not accuratelyestimatethe data. The angle of
attack for vortex breakdownat the wing trailingedge, the upstream
progressionof the breakdownpoint, and the amount of vortex lift remainingin
the breakdownregionare each empiricallydeterminedfrom least square
approximationsof data assembledby Wentz. The Wentz study presentswind and
water tunnel data for severalplanar,sharp edged delta wings of varying
leadingedge sweep angles. It does not includedata which can be used to
determinehow the vortex breakdowneffectsof a planardelta wing comparewith
those of a cambereddelta wing or with other than straightleadingedges. The
angle of attack correspondingto vortex breakdownwas well predictedfor the 0
degree case. The amount of vortex lift remainingin the breakdownregion
however, was significantlyunder-estimated.Consideringthat the baseline
case is the only configurationwithoutwing camber,one would have expected
the theory to experimentcorrelationto be relativelygood. Althoughthe
effects of vortex burst on the longitudinalcharacteristicsof the 40 degree
case were well predicted,these would seem to be chance results. Remember
that the burst-onestimatesfor the 30 degree case, a 10 degree differencein
flap deflection,were relativelypoor.
Lateral-DirectionalEstimates
VORTSTAB stabilityderivativeestimatesfor the 0 degree baseline,in
tail-off and tail-onconfigurations,are comparedto experimentalresultsin
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figures29a and 29b. For the tail-offcase, all three stabilityderivatives
are over-estimatedfor angles of attack above 5 degrees. At 5 degrees
however,the theoreticalestimatescorrespondvery well to experiment. Since
the wing does not contributeany lateralarea from a theoreticalstandpoint,
the over-estimatedvalues for CyB and Cn8 must be due to fuselageeffects.
C_8 is greatlyover-estimated. For the tail-onconfiguration,it is
surprisingto see under predictedvalues for Cy8 and CnB at 5 and 15
degrees. This indicatesthat the theoreticalincrementsassociatedwith
adding the verticaltail are too small. It is interestingto note that the
Cy8 curves for the tail-offand tail-oncase are identicalexcept for an
offset and a slope change. This impliesthat the effect of the verticaltail
on CyB is accountedfor by an incrementin CyB at zero angle of attack which
deteriorateswith angle of attack to simulatetail blanketing. Althoughthe
trends are correct,the vortexburst featuresare insufficientto describethe
rapid deteriorationof CyB and Cn8 at anglesof attack above 25 degrees. For
these angles of attack,the windwardvortexhas migratedinto the vicinityof
the tail and producesadverserollingand yawing moments. This characteristic
of the flow is not accountedfor by VORSTAB.
Figures30a and 30b presentthe VORSTABestimatesfor the 40 degree LEVF
deflection. For the tail-offconfiguration,note that despiteunder-estimated
Cy8 values,the CnB estimatestend to be accurateor high. This indicatesa
lateralload centroidwhich is locatedtoo far forward. Note that the theory
does not predictthe gradualdeteriorationof CnB with angle of attack.
C_8 remainsover-estimated. For the tail-onconfiguration,the verticaltail
effectson CyB and CnB are under-estimatedas for the 0 degree case. Note
that Cy8 is too low for the entire angle-of-attackrange.
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Figure 31 illustratesthe theory to experimentcomparisonsfor the 30
degree LEVF deflection. As before,the CyB and CnB estimatesare too low and
indicatethat the verticaltail effectshave not been properlyaccounted
for. C_B comparesmore favorablyto experimentfor this flap deflectionas
opposedto the 0 and 40 degree cases. Figure 32 presentsthe VORSTAB lateral-
directionalestimatesfor the -30 degree flap deflection. As with the tail-
off configurationsfor the 0 and 40 degree LEVF, the stabilityderivativesare
correctlyestimatedat 5 degreesangle of attack. In contrastto the previous
cases, VORSTABCyB estimatesare too large. Consequently,the CnB estimates
are also high. The break in the CyB and CnB curves is due to the windward
vortex affectingthe verticaltail, a characteristicof the vortexflow not
accountedfor by VORSTAB.
CONCLUSIONS
An investigationto determinethe low-speedlateral-directional
characteristicsof a generic74 degreedelta wing-bodyconfigurationemploying
the latest generation,gothicplanformvortex flaps has been conducted. In
addition,the theoreticalestimatesfrom VORSTABwere comparedagainstthe
experimentaldata to aid in documentingthis new method. The resultsmay be
summarizedas follows:
1. LEVF deflectionsof 30 and 40 degreessignificantlyreducethe
magnitudeof C_B relativeto the baselinefor a specifiedangle
of attack or lift coefficient.
2. For angles of attack above 15 degrees,the downwardLEVF
deflectionssignificantlyreducethe configurationdirectional
stabilitydespiteimprovedverticaltail effectiveness.
3. The inverted-30 degree deflectionsubstantiallyincreasedthe
configuration-C_B. Consideringthat this flap deflectionis
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intendedfor approachand landing,there may be insufficient
roll power to balancethe large -C_B valuesduring a crosswind
landing.
4. The inverted-30 degree deflectionslightlyimprovedthe
configurationdirectionalstability.
5. AsymmetricLEVF deflectionsare not suitablefor producing
rollingmoments.
6. AsymmetricLEVF deflectionscan producesignificantside forces
at moderateto high angles of attack. Accompanyingroilingand
yawing moments are small and could easily be trimmedout using
conventionalcontrolsurfaces. Direct side force controlmight
be usefulduring maneuveror crosswindlandingsituations.
7. From a longitudinalstandpoint,VORSTABload estimatesvary from
very good for the 30 and 40 degree deflectionsto poor for the 0
and -30 degree deflections. The longitudinalload centroidis
calculatedtoo far aft resultingin pitchingmomentswhich were
consistentlyover-estimated.
8. VORSTAB lateral-directionalcalculationsprovideballpark
estimatesat low to moderateangles of attack. VORSTABdoes not
accountfor vortex interactionswith the verticaltail.
9. VORSTABconsistentlyover-estimateswing effectivedihedral.
10. VORSTAB tends to over-estimatewing-bodyCyB and CnB. The
theory also under-estimatesverticaltail contributionsto
CyB and CnB"
11. The empiricalformulaefor predictingvortexburst effectsare
not reliablein their presentform. With the vortex burst
featuresactive,the predictedtrendsare generallycorrect.
25
However, the magnitude of the vortex burst effect is typically
over-estimated.
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The symbolsused in the data tabulationare definedas follows:
ALPHA angle of attack,deg










a B 6LE 6A
Run Date (deg) (deg) (deg) (deg) Tail
5 1/12/84 0-40 0 0 0 ON
6 1/12/84 5 * 0 0 ON
7 I/12/84 15 * 0 0 ON
8 1/12/84 25 * 0 0 ON
9 1/12/84 30 * 0 0 ON
I0 1/12/84 35 * 0 0 ON
II 1/13/84 5 * 0 0 OFF
12 1/13/84 15 * 0 0 OFF
13 1/13/84 25 * 0 0 OFF
14 1/13/84 30 * 0 0 OFF
15 1/13/84 35 * 0 0 OFF
16 1/16/84 0-40 0 40 0 ON
17 1/16/84 5 * 40 0 ON
18 1/16/84 15 * 40 0 ON
19 1/16/84 25 * 40 0 ON
20 1/16/84 30 * 40 0 ON
21 1/16/84 35 * 40 0 ON
22 1/17/84 5 * 40 0 OFF
23 1/17/84 15 * 40 0 OFF
24 1/17/84 25 * 40 0 OFF
25 1/17/84 30 * 40 0 OFF
26 1/17/84 35 * 40 0 OFF




o: 13 <SLE <SA
Run Date (deg) (deg) (deg) (deg) Tail
27 1/18/84 0-40 0 0:45 0 ON
28 1/18/84 5 * 0: 45 0 ON
29 1/18/84 15 * 0:45 0 ON
30 i/18/84 25 * 0: 45 0 ON
31 1/18/84 30 * 0:45 0 ON
32 1/18/84 35 * 0:45 0 ON
33 1/20/84 0-40 0 35:45 0 ON
34 1/20/84 5 * 35:45 0 ON
35 1/20/84 15 * 35:45 0 ON
36 1/20/84 25 * 35: 45 0 ON
37 1/20/84 30 * 35:45 0 ON
38 1/20/84 35 * 35:45 0 ON
39 1/20/84 0-40 0 30 0 ON
40 1/23/84 5 * 30 0 ON
41 1/23/84 15 * 30 0 ON
42 1/23/84 25 * 30 0 ON
43 1/23/84 30 * 30 0 ON
44 1/23/84 35 * 30 0 ON
46 1/23/84 0-40 0 30 ±I0 ON
47 1/23/84 0-40 0 30 ±20 ON
48 1/24/84 0-40 0 -30 0 ON
49 1/24/84 5 * -30 0 ON
50 1/24/84 15 * -30 0 ON
51 1/24/84 25 * -30 0 ON
52 1/24/84 30 * -30 0 ON
53 1/24/84 35 * -30 0 ON




TEST 121* PUN 5.
NU_ NU_
BET4 ALPHA CL CD CM CRm CYm CY
OEG
*02 -1.17 -*02Z6 .0133 *O_4Z *OCOZ -,C015 *0054
-*07 5.60 ,1466 *OZ§l -*016q *OGOT -.0012 .3G56
-.14 7*80 ,3196 *fiSQ4 -*G35Z ,0004 -.0010 *0059
-.21 12,04 ,508Z ,1Z21 -*C53E *U_G6 -,0007 *0047
-,Z9 16.41 *7298 *226? -*0743 *O00Z -*0007 ,0053
-.36 20,?A ,9653 *37EB -*_990 .000_ -*0004 *0053
-.44 Z5.14 1,1_T1 *5592 -.1171 -,00C8 *0008 *0077
-,51 29,42 1.3299 .7481 -.1254 -*OCG? ,0C21 *0071
-.56 33,75 1,438Z ,9549 -,1450 .COG1 -,0007 .0051
-*b2 37,q7 1,4650 1,1361 -.1613 ,6011 -,0029 .0054
-.75 40,7Z 1.38_9 1.189T -.1744 ,0C04 -*0045 *O01b
*01 -1.17 -.OZJ3 .0072 *0060 .0_¢4 -*_OZl .0133
TEST 1Z1o RUN 6*
NItN HUm
BETA ALPHA CL CD CM ¢RM CYM CYCEG
-*09 5.11 ,2U_Z *OZqq -,_Z17 *CC05 -*0016 ,OOTb
Z.14 5*08 *ZO0_ *0257 -*¢20q -*¢OZ? *0008 -,0003
3,7_ 4,_q .Zl1_ *OZSO -*0Z25 -*0C6_ *0042 -*01UT
5*06 5.18 *ZZOZ *0Z59 -,OZ3T -,0095 *0093 -*OZT_
?,31 4.84 .1963 *O21u -*0Z04 -*Glbl ,O1Z8 -*03TO
IZ*ZO 5,ZO *Z176 *0Z58 -*0_3_ -*0176 *_Zb3 -.3T15
16.56 5.17 ,211_ .0231 -*0Z38 -,0217 ,0374 -*1062
-Z*O0 5.02 .1960 *OZgO -*OZO8 *0635 -,0033 *0085
-3._0 4*95 *IQ4Z *OZq4 "*0212 *OObT -*0067 *016_
-6.04 5.10 ,Z050 *U314 -*CZZ_ ,0107 -,_118 .0Z54
-8,07 5*02 *IQ?Z *C3G3 -*OZZZ *013Z -*0173 .0371
-1Z*04 _.77 ,193Z *0284 -*_2Z7 .0183 -*OZT3 ,ObZ7
-15._3 5.Z3 .21Z4 ,030T -*OZ_q *UZ41 -*0361 *OBBb
-*ZB 5.18 ,ZCZ4 *0286 -*0213 *001C -*_018 ,U064
TFST 171. qUh 7.
NUq HUm
q_TA ALPWA ¢L CD ¢_ ¢PP C¥_ CYDEG
-.1_ 14.99 .62_4 .1747 **Gb56 ,0001 ,0002 -*0039
1.ql 14,86 *6244 .1719 -*ObSb -°G076 °0024 -,0105
4*15 15°57 °67_Z .1954 -.0717 -,0164 ,0064 -,0_36
5.q6 15.56 *6754 .3_47 -*0711 -*023? .0103 -*0327
7,94 15*69 ,6313 *1736 -*0666 -*0293 *015_ **043G
11,93 15,11 ,63_9 .1771 -*063_ -*0407 *0_73 *,0763
1_.47 15,51 .6_15 *1771 -*C623 -.0515 *0371 -,106_
-2._S 15.5_ ,6650 ,1916 -,O_q5 ._080 -.0015 .=0_1
-4.1_ 15.10 ,6466 .1831 -*_681 .0155 -,0058 ,0103
-8.15 15,1q *6585 .18q4 -,06_1 .0507 -*0156 *033_
-12.1_ 1_.1q .63_7 .1850 -*0_61 ,3423 -*OZ6E *O_Cb
-15o9_ 14,q8 *6101 ,1745 -,_619 .0511 -,_347 .0818
-°_3 lb*Ob °68_0 *Z005 -*OTOZ *0007 -*0003 -,0015
TEST 1Z1. RUN 8.
qU_ NL_M
BETA ALPHA CL CO CM CR_ ¢y_ CY
-*ZI ZS.Z1 1.1713 *55ZZ -.1142 -,C_€4 *_630 -*005?
1,_ 25.1_ 1,1447 *_379 -.1055 -,C097 *0050 -.01_1
4.1_ 2_.2o 1.134_ .5346 -.1100 -,O223 .O_T_ -.019O
_*73 Z_.Z_ 1,11Z_ .5Z47 -.1108 -,OZg_ ,OO8? -,0_5_
?o07 25.60 1.096T *SZ6q -.10R3 *._351 .0082 -,0319
11,a6 25.46 1,0_11 ,48_5 -*09_b *,04_5 *_6TZ -.03_9
15,_ Z5,29 ,8341 ,4045 -,0_75 -,0_ -,0129 -*01Z4
-1o95 Z4.98 1,1347 .5Z6_ *,111Z .006_ -,00_8 *0039
-4,11 Z4°_9 1,1Z79 ,5249 -.1079 ,3166 -,0030 .0118
-6,14 24,B3 1,109Z *_150 -,108q ,¢281 -,0051 .0187
-8,03 24.Tq 1.0_T6 ,_047 -.1102 *035Z -,00_3 ,02_9
-1Z,06 Z4,Tq 1,0Z91 ,4804 -,1018 ,_457 -,0066 .0321
-16,19 Z5,31 ,_76_ ,422? -,0727 ,0313 ,0184 -*O_ZI




T:ST 121. RUN g,
_llm MUM
R[TA ALPHI eL CO Cm CRM CYm CY
OEG
_ 3_°_ 1°_478 ,783? -,1_ -,OG3_ ,O_ZZ -,_0_
Z*SQ 3_°_6 _,327Z °787e -oZ_4 -oOZ_Z ,O00Q -o0086
3o_8 _0,_3 1,3GOg °74_9 -°1294 -°OZ_Q °OOZ4 -,_1G3
_°SZ 3_°01 _.2_L5 .720_ -.Z238 -.0Z86 -._016 -,OllO
7183 3_oC6 Z,1863 °6B77 °,ZIZ8 -,01e? °,oc83 °Qoo69
ZZ,Q2 _q,89 .971Q ,_6_Q °°Zq3_ °°OZO0 -,078Z °,0028
Zso?e _O°Z2 ,91o7 °_3_1 -oZ_Sq -,0_8 -_0Z78 °,OZ_3
-_°30 30o%_ 1,3Z_ ,7637 -°12B_ .0153 °_46 ,00_?
-6°L_ Z_°g_ 1,Z9_4 o74G4 -°Z_88 ,0188 o0058 ,0077
-7o_6 ZV°60 1,_333 °700_ -°L?ZO I_ZZ_ o0088 ,OC§Z
-12oL7 zg°70 °_Q?_ ,5728 -_$_6 °C036 ,0360 °_006_
-L_oO_ zg,_ ,g308 ,_31Q -,1_78 ,01_ ,0376 ,0117
_u_ NUM
B_T_ ALPHA ¢L ¢D CM ¢Rm ¢_m ¢y
_EG
3_87 _*_ ,ZZ_7 ,b3_ °,_Z_ -.00_0 -,0017 -,0033
_,9! 5,?4 °2Z_3 °030C -°OZI? o°O00Q -°O_ZZ -,OOeZ
_°L1 _°§_ ,2Z39 °G308 -°O_Z3 -°0%2_ -°OOZ9 -oOZZO
_Z°_ _ _°29 o2_0_ IOZ?7 -,OZ06 °,0_7 °oO0_Z °oOZ_
-lo_3 _o97 o_90Z o_Z_3 -oO_Q7 °00)_ oO_IZ =tJOZ3
-_°_3 _°l_ olV69 ,0303 -oOZ07 .0_6_ ,00_3 °,00_
-_,_ _°_ ,_b ,_30_ -o_Z_ o_ZO_ ,0032 -,00_3
-11o65 _,_9 ,187_ IOZ6g °°GZ02 _0163 _00_7 _000_
°16,_Z 5,10 ,_gZ6 ,0767 -,OZ_ °OZ_ ,OOB6 ,_7_
• 02 _,_Q o_79 °u269 -,GZgZ °000_ -°000_ °003_
T?ST )2Z* RUN 12e
NIIN NIJm
B[TA ALPHA CL CO C_ CRM CYq CY
DEG
ZoO8 _°ZO o6_07 Q_773 -o08_0 -,OOBZ °,00_2 -oOOl_
3,9? l_,_g .6_ ,ZSZ9 -,_88_ -,_%_3 -,CGZ_ °,O03Q
_2°_3 Z_,ZO .60_6 ,_663 -,O_6Z -*0365 °.00_7 -o0_8
16,08 Z_°12 °_0_ ,Z6_Z °,G52_ -°0_61 -o0072 -oOZe6
-?°_Q _,gu ,6)58 °Z748 °°_643 °_282 ,GO_I -*002_
-11.86 _oe7 °607Z ,1680 -,0570 ,0368 ,0066 *OOZZ




TEST 1ZL* RUN 13*
NUM _U_
BETA ALPHA CL CD CM ¢_M CTm CY
OEG
• 02 2S,Z? 1.1_1L ,5367 -.10_2 -.C020 ,0011 -.O01S
1.77 2S.L7 L.%2_9 .522_ -.1037 -.0087 .0003 -.OOZe
3.Q0 2S.Ub 1.11S0 .52_ -.10S2 -.OL_g -.OOlb -.0034
_.90 2_.16 1.0qS_ ._118 -.10S1 =,0267 -.0_6 -.0072
?._6 2S.11 L.0S69 ._961 -.0984 -.0293 -oO0_A °.OLOA
11._5 2§._3 .g971 .A?_3 °.0867 -._ -.OOB_ -.0116
LS.?C 25.3_ o9140 .4367 -.07_0 °.0_4 -oOL18 -.OLS?
-2.19 2_.10 1.1_08 ._3_9 -.1080 .O06b .0017 -.0016
-_.06 2_.07 1.13_2 ._2_0 -.L_ .01_2 .GO_Z .0007
-6.13 2_.Q_ L.O_T_ ._G77 -.LO_5 .02_7 .005_ -,0002
-8.25 2§.09 1.059§ ._92b -,lO_b ._Z?_ .GG_B .0030
-11._ 2_.Z0 1.013b ,_7T7 -.0912 .038_ .0109 .00_0
-Lb.OB 2_,02 .9362 ._3g? -.OTBE .OA_S .01ST .0063
-._6 25.S0 1.1669 .5_83 -.1lOg -.0012 .O00g -,3000
TEST LZle RU_ l_e
N(JM N_M
BFTA ALPHA CL CO Cm ¢RM CYM ¢Y
DEG
• 01 30.36 _.346_ .7?94 -,1231 -.v041 .GOl8 .0020
1.q7 3Go69 1.3311 .7752 -.1242 -,0102 .0002 -.O02G
3.?9 30.49 1.30T2 .?623 -.12_6 -.012q °._20 -.U03_
6.12 30.48 1.2375 .7230 -.11_3 -.0152 °.00_I -.OG70
8.0q 30.II L.Im2S .6827 -.111q °._Z_2 -.0_1 -.00_0
11.83 30.09 1.02QQ ._CO0 -.it40 -.01_B -.01_7 -.0133
i_.92 30.23 .Q_92 ._$66 -.121_ -.¢270 -.0167 -.0366
-Z.22 30o12 1.3140 .7571 -.12t8 oC0_8 .00_9 .00_
°4.08 _9.87 1.5_13 .73_g -.I120 .0137 .0069 .0047
-b.11 2_._1 I._817 .7273 -.121_ .01_7 .OCQ7 .3071
-7._B Z_.B9 _.2227 .bqe3 -._1_q .o179 °o12o ,oo7!
-11.q6 30.26 A.0966 °6402 -.1_b_ ._I_3 .GLgb ._110
-15.97 29.8_ L.0211 .5884 °.1166 .0177 .0_7 .3170
• 0_ 30.09 1.32_I .?552 -.1210 -.0_42 ._018 .0004
TEST 121. RUN 15.
_ETA ALPHA CL CO E_ ¢PM CTM Cy
9EG
.b2 3_.28 1.420_ .991_ -.13_2 -.0028 .00_5 .0079
2.05 3§.30 1.3980 .97_9 °°140_ -o00_8 .OG_5 .OObb
3.89 35.31 1.3620 .9_6_ -.Z3Bq -.006_ -o003_ .00_3
5.8_ 35.23 1.3091 .92_3 -.1368 -.00_6 -.0U82 .004_
8.00 3_.17 1.1_44 .8063 =.1231 -.0043 -._I_Q -._151
11.75 35.23 1.0_89 .7693 -.13_b -._16_ -.0211 o.0401
15.91 3_.4§ 1.0420 .7429 -.1592 -.G267 °.0196 -.04?7
-2.02 35.09 A.41_6 .9?73 -.1383 .0023 .00_5 .OOe6
-_.30 34.82 L,3733 .9418 =.13_1 .00_0 .0126 .0130
-6.39 35.ZG 1.3_37 ._651 °.13?8 ._82 .01_5 .011_
-_.ZB 3_.0§ 1.3417 .9331 -,1626 .b1_1 .01_2 .007_
-12.07 3_._1 1.2_Q .$?ZS -.15_4 .0222 .¢322 .0071
-16.03 34._9 1.1331 .78?3 =.lb_ °0283 ,_3_0 .0442
-,12 3_,39 _.423_ .99_7 -.2395 -.0020 .0046 .O0_l
TEST 121. RUN 16.
_lUm NUq
BETA ALPHA ¢L CO CM CRM CTM CT
OEG
.02 -1.32 °.09_2 .0246 .0114 .00_6 -._21 .0070
-.0_ 2.39 .0383 .0176 -.O03b .00_ -.0019 °0081
-.1_ 6.5_ .1_87 .02_2 -.G19_ .0006 -.0015 .0271
-.2_ _0.17 .277? .0590 -.0321 .0003 -.0012 ._066
-.13 16.76 .63_1 .O??g --._1 -.O_U3 °.00%_ .OOT3
°.62 19.17 .6279 .1581 -.07_T ._0¢3 -.0011 .0670
".52 23._7 .82_3 .27_6 -.0_3 ".0020 .0006 .0099
-,60 27._6 ),00_ .428_ -o1223 -._024 .0031 .0_27
-.?0 32._? 1.2251 .6547 -.1519 -.0020 .0059 .0%ZB
°.?8 36.23 1.3499 .8_79 -.1637 °._012 .005? .0229
-.?7 _0._2 1.3705 1.0179 -.1604 .0122 ._lO .0267




TF3T 121. mUN 17,
NUM NUN
BETA JLPHA CL C0 Cq CRW CtN CtOEG
-,08 5.01 ,117Z ,0154 -,0128 .0003 -*0024 ,0130
1,50 5,04 ,1254 *0131 -.0135 -*0010 *0006 .0034
3.94 5,Z1 .1350 ,0143 -*0145 -*00Z6 ,0048 -,0082
5,05 5.36 ,1406 *0141 -*0153 -,0038 ,010h -*0264
7,84 5,10 *1375 *0104 -,0133 -*0030 ,0167 -*0434
12,06 5,20 .1377 .0133 -*0163 -*0046 .0303 -*0_33
15,17 5,32 .1437 *0133 -*0183 -*0037 ,0408 -.1178
-2,04 5.18 .1364 *0154 -*0130 .0018 -*0049 .0140
-3,94 5.15 .1166 *015B -*0138 *0033 -*0084 ,0231
o6.11 5,30 ,1252 *0168 -*0133 *0048 -,0146 *0342
-_*04 5.11 .1163 .0163 -*0147 *_0_0 -*0203 *G474
-11.93 4,RO .1091 .0160 -*0154 *OOSO -*0316 *0701
-15.78 5.18 *1Z60 *0130 -*0185 *0053 -*0406 .1078
*03 5.07 .1165 .0148 -.0126 *UO0] -*OOZ3 .0104
TEST 121. RUN 18*
NUM NbM
BFTA ALPHk CL CD CM ¢RM CYM ¢yOEG
-.18 15.15 .4_49 *0803 -,0536 -*0004 -,0010 *OOQZ
2*58 15*36 *4606 *0810 -*0544 -,0035 *0008 -*0036
3,01 18*34 *4501 ,0811 -*0533 -*0059 *0040 -.0130
§,a6 15,52 *4604 *0001 -.0551 -*00_? .0002 -,0254
-8,04 15._6 .47J3 .0882 -.0562 -.0123 ,0131 -.0361
lZ.12 14,88 ,4655 .0849 -.0552 -,018_ ,_242 -,0678
16,14 15,26 .4963 .0963 -,0600 -,0237 ,0330 -,oQq4
-2,04 13,33 .4472 ,0780 -,0530 ,0035 -,0038 ,0142
-3,_Q 34,q0 .4393 ,0761 *,0816 .0050 -,0058 ,OZZZ
-5,98 14,76 ,4382 .0733 -,0514 ,0081 -.0007 ,0299
-8.43 14,92 14479 ,0789 -,0538 ,&320 -.0154 ,0446
*IZ,25 34,67 .4563 _836 -,0859 ._193 -,0341 ,0668
-15,89 15.48 ,503e ,1007 -.0626 ,0366 -,0332 ,0883
-,04 _4,92 ,4382 .0736 -.0510 -.0004 -,0013 .0066
fiST 121, RUN 39*
NUM NU_
8ETk" ALPHA CL CO CM CRM ¢YM Ct
-.13 24,82 ,8646 .3103 -.1034 -*0030 -*0003 *0087
1*99 2,.87 .8854 .3225 -.1061 -*0108 *0003 *0051
3.84 24.78 ,8828 .3204 -*1062 -,0160 ,0029 -*0026
3*92 35*40 .9091 *3423 -.3098 -*0Z41 *0063 -*0106
7*80 25*28 *9041 *3397 -*1083 -*C2gZ .0113 -*0233
33*15 25*25 ,8964 ,3368 -,I_86 -,0301 *0234 -*0544
33*79 24,89 .9073 *3420 -,1102 -,0480 .0321 -,0726
-Z,Q5 25*03 *8902 .3270 -.1058 *0035 .0017 *00q7
-4,09 25,27 ,9025 .3371 -.1085 *0112 .0011 *0130
"6.06 25*00 .8914 *3279 -.1081 .0183 -*0000 *_193
-7._7 24*97 .8900 *3279 -*1082 ,0244 -*0038 *0269
-32.00 24,91 .8936 *3320 -.1085 .0360 -.0156 *0564
-lh*lZ 35*17 *0135 *3444 -.1142 ,0439 -*OZSZ *0858
-,16 25.00 *_734 .3241 -.1036 -*0_31 -*0005 *0083
rESt 121. RUN ZO*
NU_ NUm
8FTA ALPHA CL CO ¢M CRN CY_ CY
OEG
-*2A 3_*Z0 1.1454 *5583 -.1407 -*0034 ,0050 *0094
1,89 30,2_ 1.1388 *5339 -.1377 -*0132 *0034 *0064
3,71 30*27 1.1381 ,5546 -.1379 -,0191 *0027 ,0033
5.82 30*24 1,3231 ,04_4 *.1334 -*0265 .0031 ",00_8
7*80 30*47 1,1253 *5543 *.1343 -*0333 ,0053 -.0132
31.70 30,33 1*0770 ,02_? -*I336 "*0393 *0078 -*0237
13.83 29,03 .0714 *4336 -,0914 -*OZ4Z -.0151 ,0107
-1.89 29.85 1.1389 *3430 -.1410 *0021 ,0066 .0126
-4,00 30*Z0 1.1315 *5469 -.1397 ,0089 *_85 .0176
"6,16 20,88 1.1030 ,53_3 -.1346 ,0181 ,0068 *0331
"8.15 30*39 1.13_Z *3340 -.1386 *UZOZ *0076 *0298
-12.09 30*20 1.1019 *5353 -*1333 *0377 .0081 *0432
-16.07 29,08 1.0339 .5136 -*1103 .0381 .0113 .0417




TEST 1Z1. RUm 21.
NtJm NU9
BFTA ALPHA eL CO ¢M CRH CYM C¥
-.22 35.26 _.3314 ._101 -.1618 -.OC3Z .0_40 .0161
1.95 35.29 1.31Z0 .7984 -.1308 -.0090 -.0001 .0087
3.91 35.26 1.Z637 .7817 -.1486 -.0125 -.0029 10064
6.02 33.47 1.234Z .7609 -.1365 -.0100 -.0099 -.0001
7.90 35.26 1.1766 .7227 -olZ44 -._64 -10174 .0019
11.9Z 15.4Z 1.1013 .6860 -.1143 -._087 -10335 .3041
15.87 35.48 lo3769 .6776 -.110? -.0196 -.0350 .0074
-1.87 _4.84 11319Z .?803 -.1605 .0018 .0677 .01_3
-3.99 1_.01 1.3141 .7889 -.1587 .0092 .0110 .0237
-_.96 35°1_ 1.3093 .791_ -.1_1 .0133 .0141 .OZ,8
-_*05 3_.17 1.Z841 .7??2 -.153_ .0209 .0180 .0308
-11.99 3_.93 1.1406 .6_2_ -.1231 .0090 .04_1 .0Z59
-16.1_ 35.UZ 1.0_44 .6476 -.1229 .0100 .0580 .0227
-.lZ 35.39 1.316? .80_ -°16_1 -.0_35 .0049 °01Z5
TEST IZI, RUN 2Z.
qUm NUM
RET4 ALPHA ¢L CD C_ CRm CYm CY
• 20 5.12 ,_17_ ,0181 -.0134 ,0004 .0007 -,0019
Z,O? 5,29 .1223 ,0173 -,0140 -._07 .0001 -,0025
4.19 4.8_ ,110_ .01_2 -,0129 -,0019 -o0006 -°J00?
6.19 4,83 ,11Z1 ,¢144 -.0133 -,GOZ6 -,0008 -,00_1
8,3_ 4,89 ,1173 ,0140 -10141 -,0033 -,_009 -,0066
1Z,36 4.88 .1Z48 ,0144 -.U150 -10017 -,0016 -,013_
lb,23 6,_ ,1197 ,U120 -,0150 -.0023 -,_031 -._Z15
-1,64 4._2 .1_6Z ,0157 -.0110 ,0012 ,0014 -.0028
-_,77 5,53 ,13_ ,02Z2 -°_14_ ,0027 ,0018 ,0084
-e.O0 _.?4 .1393 .02Z7 -,0150 .0020 ,0_16 ,0179
-11_94 3194 ,1363 .0221 -,0150 .0018 ,0020 ,034_
-15,96 5._7 ,1303 .0233 -.0153 -.3004 ,0_4_ .0490
• _1 5,00 .1152 ,017_ -.0130 ._0_6 ,0009 -°O_Z8
TFST 1Z1. RUN 23o
_U9 NU9
_FTA ALPHA ¢L CC ¢M ¢kM ¢Ym ¢y
DEC
• 73 13.33 .45ZZ .083_ -.0538 .0_0 .00_1 -.0032
2.58 15.14 .4458 ._788 -.031_ -.002_ -._004 -.0070
4.81 1_.92 e_4_7 .677_ -_0_7 -.0049 -°0026 -._OT?
6.66 14.97 ._4Z2 .07?8 -°0_ -._070 -.0031 -.009_
_.?0 14.9Z .4448 .0?80 -.05_T -.0_99 -.0056 -.0073
12.72 14.6_ .4496 .0819 -.0515 -.0106 -.0117 -.0031
16.7Q 14665 ._6qZ _08_3 -.0541 -.02Z4 -.01_ -.0073
-1.36 15.20 .4398 .07_ -.05_Z 00615 .0_? .U043
-3.03 15.04 .4350 .077_ -.0490 .0037 .0015 .0_58
-5.Z1 10.33 .4477 _0829 -.0_13 .0_69 .O03Z .OG_
-7.39 15.35 .4468 .0839 -.0509 .009_ .O03T .0048
-11.19 16.11 ._83_ .1004 -.055Z ._170 .0130 -.0006
-1_.11 1_.Z1 .497_ .10?3 -.0365 .0233 .0179 -._019
• 80 1_._8 .4452 ._768 -.0519 -.0001 -.0001 -.00_0
T_ST 121. RUN 24e
NU9 NU_
BETA ALPHA _L ¢D ¢m ¢_N CY_ ¢Y0EG
1.35 2_o38 ._921 .33_4 -.10_9 -,00_3 -*0_11 ,_G_6
3,19 Z5o40 .B860 63315 -.1_64 -,00_3 -,0041 .0064
_.27 25.02 .8670 ,3172 -.1_34 -,0148 -.0071 .009_
?,07 24.6Z .e633 631;9 -.10Z3 -°OZOZ -,o0_9 °0094
9.Z4 24,6Z .8644 ,3151 -.1007 -,0253 -,0106 .0107
13,10 24.70 ,8737 .3Z4_ -,0996 -,0337 -.01Z6 ,010_
17,14 _4,97 ,0921 ,342Z -,0_84 -,0418 -_0170 .0170
-.60 2_64 .8706 *3239 -,1033 *0033 .0039 .0014
-2.81 25,30 ,8671 ,3213 -.1037 .0097 ,0075 -,0015
-4_73 25.22 ,8739 .3268 -.10§1 ,0160 ,0107 -,0046
-6,83 23.55 ,8833 ,33_? -,105_ ,0ZZl ,0135 -,0049
-13.70 25,98 .8886 ,3§10 -,1030 .0308 ,0177 -,O_ZO
-14.83 Z0._O ,8?94 .3465 -,1005 ,0376 .0Zl0 ,_04_




TEST 121* _UN _5.
NUm MUN
8_TA ALP_k CL CD ¢M ¢PM CY_ CY
D_G
1.44 50.1Z L*123Z *5458 -,1372 -,0040 *0018 *OOQB
3.§8 30.10 1.1154 °5402 -.1349 ",0111 -,3034 .3118
5*48 Z9,94 L*1076 *_327 *.133_ ",0176 -*U073 ,0111
7.51 30*09 1.1053 .5361 -.131Z -*0Z33 **0097 .0101
q,6m 29*75 1.0761 ._156 -.1239 -,0Z77 -,0114 4_099
13.53 29.66 1.0498 .5059 -.1126 -.0331 -.0133 .013Z
17°Z8 29.0Z 1.0C16 *4756 -,101Z -*0348 -,016_ .0210
-,46 30.18 1.1036 *5333 -.13_5 ,00Zl .0064 .0081
*Z.49 30*09 1.09_8 .5Z57 -*1331 ,0083 .0107 *_072
-4.41 30*Z5 1.1016 *_346 -.133_ .0149 .0155 .O06Z
-6*45 80,68 1.10h9 .5488 -.1335 .0211 .0196 *00?9
-l_,4? 30,_1 _*0_63 *_Z78 *.1Z51 *03_7 .02_2 *0888
-14.38 30°69 1.0340 .5163 -.1177 *0374 *0309 *01_0
1.5Z 30,15 1*1088 .53_6 -.1350 ".0038 .0014 *0098
TF3T 121, RUM Zb*
NUm NUM
BETA ALPHA CL CD ¢M CRN ¢YM ¢¥
PEG
1°73 35*32 1.304Z *7954 -.1568 **0_49 .0047 *OIZZ
3.6Z 35.Z9 1°Z_67 ,78q8 -.1_43 -°00_? -,0017 *307Z
5°6_ 35.31 1.2802 ,7809 -,149A -*013Z -*OCTZ *00?3
7*74 34.a8 1.Z237 *7347 -.13_0 -.0143 -*0083 -,000_
9,69 34*3? 1.1906 .70Z3 -,1306 -,3172 "*_111 -*O05M
1_,99 34,24 1°1286 .6697 -.1Z04 -*U1_5 -°0166 -.0108
17,75 34.16 1,1_33 .6_94 -.1274 -.0Z49 -.0249 -.O08Z
-*Z1 3_,47 1*3049 ,7983 -*1_66 *0018 .0110 ,0139
-Z,Z6 3_.4Z 1.2923 ,7_86 -,1548 ,O0?Z .0180 .0176
-4,_1 3_,44 L°?P81 ,7886 -.154L *_134 .0212 ,0194
-6*34 3_.47 1,Z_47 .7731 -*1_01 ,01_3 ,0268 ,OZ02
-10,29 3_,4_ 1,2096 ,7417 -,14_1 *CZ_8 °U359 *OZ_8
-14.Z6 35.74 1_1215 *6989 -,128_ .¢Z46 *0408 ,0340
1,87 3%08 1.Z944 *7803 -,1548 -*0047 *_041 .0111
TEST 121, RJN 27.
_um _uq
_[TA ALPHA CL CO C_ CeK CY_ CY
D[G
-,u2 -1.Z3 -,_576 ,0190 *0077 ,0052 ,0035 *,0162
,_5 Z,43 °_7_6 ,0189 -,0077 *C069 o0012 -,0004
o13 6.)8 *Z_41 .0329 -e0_45 10095 --*O02Z *0171
*Z2 11,00 .3677 *V694 -,0410 *0111 -*0072 ,0469
*Z8 15o27 *5451 *1307 -,0606 ,0084 -*01bZ ,0815
,34 1_.40 *?365 .225_ -°_)? *0040 -*008? *lO_g
*38 23.7_ .9436 *8659 -°1084 -,G016 -._042 ,1338
,45 Z?.98 1.1378 ,5486 -,1_B4 -,0C30 -*GO00 .1A83
,_1 32*26 1.2884 *7442 -,1394 -,6047 -*0331 .1676
,63 36,34 1.3474 *9233 -,1450 *0066 -*0111 .1824
,75 8_*_6 1,2233 .9716 -.1334 ,0167 -,02Z2 *1806
-*_2 -l*ZZ -,¢540 .0139 10089 *0G51 *0026 -*0098
T_ST 121, RUN 28,
N_M _U_
8ETA _LPHA CL CO Cq Ck_ CY_ CY
DFG
,03 5°08 .1595 *0Z32 -,U17_ .0089 -*0U19 ,0148
1.8Z 5*22 *1674 o0231 -,01_8 °0068 ,_001 .0090
3*82 5._3 ,1787 °C24¢ -°UZ02 ,0046 ,0042 ,OOZ4
_,00 5,44 ,1796 .0Z33 -,CZO5 ._0Z4 ,0104 -,0151
8,_ _.53 .1778 ,0226 -,0239 .0¢02 ,0171 -,0332
12.Z0 5,31 °1619 °C183 -,0_02 -,0017 ,0Z87 _*06_8
16,2Z 5,35 ,1625 ,_209 -,OZTZ -,0081 ,0406 -.10Z8
-1,94 4,67 ,1349 *U1_3 -,0145 .0¢98 -,0036 _0141
°3*$8 _,25 ,1678 ,0242 o,0189 ,0135 -,0083 *0298
*_,86 5,31 *1757 ,_249 -*0202 ,0161 -°0130 ,040Z
-8.2Z _,28 .174? *¢237 -,0198 *0180 -,0196 ,0576
-12.08 _.14 ,1712 .0215 *,0197 ,OZ02 -,0299 *08bZ
-16,19 5*20 ,1818 ,0210 -,OZI7 .0221 -,0398 .1191
-1.93 5*04 ,15_5 *OZZO -,0172 .0108 -,0046 .0168




T_$T 121, RUN 29,
_um NUM
AETA ALPHA CL CD CM CRM CYM CY
DEG
-*00 15,01 *5329 ,1239 ",CSqO *009? -,0113 ,0813
1,83 14,B8 *52_0 ,1193 -,0576 *0053 -.0074 *06_5
3*83 1_*04 *5295 ,1213 -*0592 *0003 -,0031 *0583
5.79 15.03 *5263 .1198 -.0593 **0044 ,3_18 ,O_2a
7,95 15.23 *5287 .1218 -*0595 -,0099 *0070 *0304
11,99 1_,32 ,5363 *1261 -,0612 -*0200 ,0182 ",0016
16,10 15,90 *5306 °1220 -*062_ -*02B6 ,02B1 -*0340
"2,1_ 1_,22 .5277 ,12©7 -,_5 ,01_9 -,_1A4 ,3897
-3,92 1_,33 ,548_ ,1290 -,0607 ,0195 -°0166 .0972
-b*07 15,35 .5561 ,1313 -,0618 .0262 -*0194 ,1040
-B°O0 15*29 ,5_7 .1321 -*0623 *0303 -*0233 ,1151
-12,21 15,31 .5729 ,1378 "*_623 ,0403 "*0337 ,1395
-15*99 14,93 *5_B9 ,1253 -,0569 .0451 -.0434 ,1526
o_? 14,83 *5036 *1102 -*0552 .0107 ",0109 *075_
TrOT 121, RUN 3G*
NUM NU_
BETA ALPHA eL CO C_ CRM CYM CY
DEG
-*05 24*97 1.0010 .4162 -.1157 ,0009 -.0012 .1313
2,00 2_.94 ,9966 ,_130 ".115A -*OObB °0020 °120_
3°9B ZA,B7 ,983? *4053 -.1149 -.0146 *0052 .1062
_,_0 25*02 .9_7 .4098 -*1152 -,3218 ,0081 °0967
7.77 24.99 ,973_ *4045 -.1141 -*w293 .0106 ,08_3
11.84 25.11 °9622 ,4034 -,1129 -,044_ .0150 *ObAZ
15.95 25*27 .9317 °3966 -.1374 -*0528 °J160 .0451
-1.93 2_*4_ 1,0198 ,_292 -.1145 ,3C92 -.0051 .14_3
-3.92 2_*ZZ ,997_ *6122 "*ILOZ *01m2 -,00_0 o1492
-b*OP 24,91 .9944 ,4142 -*1021 °_282 -°0_87 .1519
-8.18 _4,69 ,97_Z ,4052 -,1046 ,0363 ".3115 .1533
-1Z*?B 24°_b ,97_7 .413_ -*1096 *0_75 -.3141 ,163_
-16.13 24,91 ,947_ ,4U10 -,0984 ,0492 -.0131 .1634
-,09 25,04 ,9B67 .A64_ -.1136 ,0_02 -,0_30 .1342
T_ST lZ1° RUN 31*
NLI_ NUq
8FTA ALPHA CL CD ¢_" CAN CYM CY
OEG
-*LO 30.37 1.P2_ *6553 -,1352 -,0017 -.O00A ,1560
1.27 30°37 1,2293 *6552 -.1325 -*OnTA -.0000 ,1453
3,_0 _,29 1,2130 *_443 -.1363 -._16L *_€15 ,1343
_,73 3_,1_ 1,1B74 ,626f -,1339 -.022_ .0012 .L24A
7*?5 3_°4_ 1°1?32 *6303 -.15_4 -°_Z_6 -.000_ .LZZT
11,0_ 30,22 ,9582 .5275 -*09_4 -*0080 -*032e .llB7
L5._2 30*34 .9297 ,5134 -*_01_ -.0243 -,0_99 ,1217
-2,12 30,44 1o2277 .6_40 -,1341 ,0085 *_0_3 o1619
-3,9h 30*26 1*2128 ,_440 -°135_ ,0152 -,C004 o1640
-_,11 30*09 1,2165 ._421 -.135B .02_Z .0_01 ,1_53
-8.12 29*89 1.19_0 ,6246 -.1344 .0338 *0006 ,1_3_
-12.L2 29*85 1.1150 .5B24 -,1189 ,0364 *03_6 ,1614
-1_*24 29,_3 1,0360 ,5464 -*1017 ,0339 *0213 .145_
-*06 3_,5_ 1o2251 *6545 -,1351 -._17 -*_003 ,1543
TFST 1Z1, RUN 3Z*
NUm NOq
BrTA 8LPHA CL CO Cq Cee CY_ ¢?
DEG
-*ZZ 3_.3_ 1.39_7 *B893 -,1483 ,0046 -,004? °1221
_,70 35,ZB 1.3246 ,8_85 -,14_3 *0017 -,OLOb .1666
3,79 35.05 1.2865 ,_364 -*1351 -*0058 -*OLSO .*L5_9
6.11 3S,16 1.1183 *7507 -,1155 .0111 -,3404 ,1434
7*78 3_.38 I,OBOE *730B -*1127 ,0040 -,0495 ,1430
11*B9 35,13 _,0342 .6914 -.1_90 -.0091 -*0502 *1302
15.72 35,39 1,0014 ,6249 -.1095 -,0_23 -*0527 .1246
-2*03 35.51 1.3827 .9106 -.1535 ,U064 *0031 .1771
-4*25 35*29 1.36_8 ,_B79 -.1543 *0107 ,0096 ,_7_4
-6._1 35.16 1,3156 *8520 -.1492 ,0091 *0145 ,IB09
-7.99 35,22 1.2911 _B38_ -,1456 *OLA_ ,_187 ,1B12
-12*33 _5*18 1.227B .7985 -.1360 ,0197 *03ZZ *1202
-16,06 34*77 1,0910 .7007 -,1222 ,OlB5 .0419 .1A87




TFST 121. gUN 33,
NUW NUM
BFTA ALPHA CL ¢D C_ Cgm CYM CyDE_
-,OZ -1,13 -,0866 ,0266 ,_106 ,00_5 -°_007 °,0007
• Oh 2,64 ,0360 +01B! -,003? ,0017 -,0006 *O01g
°15 &,_g °1595 °026Z -,0200 .002C -+JO08 +_G52
.2b 10.6_ ,2837 ,O_a -+0331 ,003_ -.0011 *0063
• 31 16.gg ,A3_1 ,u822 -*G_Z2 +GO_ -,O&30 *01_0
+3Z lg*3g .GZO& ,1&%2 -*07_1 *O02B -°UOAA °027_
°l& 23,70 o8171 *EB13 -,1007 -+OCG2 -,003_ ,0633
• l? 27.g2 1,0ZZ3 ,AAqO -,1ZA& -*OGIO °OOL1 +050Z
,2_ 32,0? l,Lqb_ ,b3gB -,14_2 *0003 ,O00e ,050_
+20 36+60 1.3363 *R_?3 -.lb38 ,oozg ,COOZ +O_Bg
°16 6U,Z8 1,361& 1,00?q -°1568 °0_03 -.0018 .O&lg
-*03 -1,16 -,O_OA °0Z16 °01Z1 ,OG06 -,0014 °006_
T_$T 121e RUN 3_,
NUM NU_
BETA ALPHA ¢L CO ¢_ CRu ¢yM ¢y
OEG
-,U& _,_i .LOTg ,0177 -.0123 .&GL6 -*GO1? ,_O_&
l.q4 _.qO °1127 *b16g -+01Z7 *0_6 +001_ .00C6
_,87 6°g9 .1196 ,01_g -*O_q -,_b_ °0_ -,OOB1
6°1_ _°20 ,12bB .0167 -°01_g -,_01g ,OLZ_ -,0281
1_,g? 5,_I o_3B7 ,0171 -*017g -.0037 ,OZq6 -,0738
LA,0_ _,00 ,134_ .017_ °+01qL -,O02Z *06%1 -,10g_
°Io_ _*ZI *_i_ ,01_ -,0160 ,O03Z -.0061 ,01_b
-_,_7 5°18 ,12_7 °020_ -oCl_O ,00_ -,0142 ,03_7
-?,g3 _°32 ,L2_q ,GZO_ -+UL_ ,C063 -*0203 ,O_Z_
-I_.17 5.32 ._223 ,01q3 -,01b_ *0Q63 -,0336 ,_g1_
-L_.B? _*O& °11_b o0196 °,_L72 +0067 -,0429 .1Z_3
-+07 _.3_ +11_2 .0162 -°012_ *001_ -,OOZ3 ,oog7
lEST 121. RUN 3_,
Ntrm NUM
_T_ ALPHA ¢L ¢0 _q _M _¥_ _y
DEG
-,12 1_+12 ,_I_ ,G816 -,0_27 ,UO_8 -*_03E ,01_3
1,84 I_o00 °_AZ °079_ -+05_0 ,0037 -°U&_3 *0070
3,B8 1_,4A ,_U¢ °C8T¢ -+C_IO °O00& ,0010 -°OOZ3
_+gq I_oOA ,AACB obBZ8 -,O_3q -.0027 ,&_? -,01_0
?,gO I_,G_ °_gg °b8_I -*0_4_ -*0069 ,ooq6 -,0267
l&,_g I_+39 ,_080 .i0_3 -+0630 -,OZ_? +032_ -,08ZZ
-3.8& i_.88 .6Z62 .0760 -°0_2 ,0110 -,0087 .0311
-b,02 I_,GA ,63ZB ,b793 -°_q ,OL3_ -°0_I .uA_q
-8,_ I_,I0 ,_3q6 *G81g -*0_30 ,0170 -,0188 ,0592
-IZ°_L I_,_3 °6523 *0876 -*O}AB +0227 -°OZBO +081_
-16o_ 1_o3B ,_6} °og_1 -*0_80 °02gO -,0370 .IC5g
-,IZ I_,¢_ *AZ16 +OT2& -o_g2 ,O0_& -,00_ ,317Z
TeST 121, RUN 36,
NUm NUq
BETA ALPHA CL ¢D ¢q CR_ ¢Ym CY
DEG
-,L2 2_,38 .8€L8 °337& -+10Q5 °0002 -,_026 *0676
_.7_ Z_,3? °_3 °33_3 -*L_g5 -*O0_b -*OOL6 .03€1
3°_ 2_.3B .8¢B_ ,3610 -.10¢g -*011_ -,_OO7 ,0Z¢0
5.?_ Z_.0_ *B_ ,330_ -,10B2 -°01b¢ ,00Z3 ,0173
7°€_ 2_.31 ,€0Z6 .3_3_ -,_10L -,0Z3b ,0066 ,00_6
11°B3 Z_,3b +€1_8 .3_21 -,1_10 -°036_ °016g -,0Z2€
L_,_7 2_.48 ,€291 °36G6 -.1117 -.06_& *022? -.0383
-_oZ3 2_,_ ,_8_ *32¢6 -o10_2 ,00BA -,0018 *049_
-4o17 2_°1_ +_760 .3261 -°10_ °01_? -°000B °0_0
-5,€€ 26.¢3 ,B630 .31B3 -+10_ ,OZ23 -°0GA3 °0_|
-B°06 2_*Z5 ,B7_€ ,3301 -,1076 *0Zg6 -,00€7 °065_
-11°_€ 2_,2_ ,87_ °332€ -.108Z +0_10 °.020¢ +0_73
°16°L6 Z_.17 .8797 °3366 -.1096 +04gO -,0320 ,11g¢




T_ST 121, RUN 37,
Nlrq NUH
BETA ALPHA CL CO ¢m CRU ¢YR CY
DEG
-*07 30,11 1.1011 ,53Z4 -,1367 .0005 .3016 ,0485
1.86 30,03 1,0943 .5Z53 -.1354 -,0064 -.0009 .0450
3*75 39.B3 L,OSZL .5141 -,1334 -4013A -,OGOB .0397
6401 30o14 1,1069 .5371 -,1358 *,OZOZ *0000 .0355
7,80 30.04 1.1007 *5332 -,1338 -,OZ6Z ,0034 .0183
11,76 30,20 1*0900 °5365 -*1373 -.0343 ,0043 .005?
1_8? 30,34 ,0965 *5060 -,0979 -,0193 *,0311 ,0334
-3418 30.19 1,1043 .5360 *.1378 ,0079 ,0036 ,0535
-4*09 39,97 1,0904 *5Z36 -,1359 ,0144 ,0036 ,0557
-6.01 39,94 1,0973 °5382 -.1363 ,0333 ,0_36 ,560?
-7,_? 3_.11 1.0919 .530_ -,1359 .0510 °0019 ,0644
-lZIZ3 30,17 1,0631 .5184 -,1307 ,0425 **0007 ,0SEA
-16,L3 30,45 1,5148 *5055 -*L16Z .O_ZZ °0086 ,074B
-,01 30,Zb 141L03 .5301 -.1375 *OCOL ,O_OB ,0493
TEST 121* RUN 38*
NLI_ _uq
BFT& ALPHA CL CO Cq CRM CYM CY
D_G
-.03 35*4Z 1.3103 .8058 -.1611 *5032 .0016 .0496
1.84 35*39 1.3030 °?997 -.15_q -*_GZ7 *.OOLO .0436
347_ 35.34 1.2833 *?B73 -.1538 -*0068 -*0056 .0377
5.94 35*35 1.Z433 .7660 -*3433 -.0_68 -._91 .039_
?._9 35.36 1.Z033 °7431 -*13Z4 -.0071 -.01_3 *0321
lZ*01 35.33 1.106T .6933 -.1163 -o00Z5 -.0349 .0351
15.77 35.33 1o07B5 *6760 -.1159 **0115 -.0416 .03AO
-2*26 35.49 lm292A *7932 -*Abe, .0099 *0061 *0554
-3.93 35*33 1*3795 °77_1 -.15_6 .0156 .u097 *05?3
-64_0 35.06 1*3605 .?594 -.1564 *OZZO *0133 °06ZZ
-7.91 34.94 L.3466 .7503 -.1531 °CZTL .0161 *0645
-13*3_ 34.94 1*1588 .7013 -.1334 .0376 .0304 *0630
-16.37 34.90 L°0160 .6245 -*1316 °0175 *GAqL °0501
-.17 35.3B 1.3936 .7699 -.1596 .002Z .0018 .0500
TEST 1Z1* _UN 39,
NLI_ HUM
BETA ALPHA CL C0 Cq CRN CYM CY
OFG
-,0_ -1.12 -.0757 ,_210 .0098 ,00_5 -.5011 ,00Z?
-,54 2.48 ,0554 ,0171 -*C059 .0005 -*OCO? .OOZZ
-*08 6,58 *1796 *0259 -.0211 ,_6 -,_CG9 ,0026
-,06 1¢,71 *3Z07 40498 -*0378 .0000 -,0009 ,0015
-*09 14.85 *4935 .10Z3 -*_534 .5005 -*0011 *O0)Z
-,14 19*ZI ,6916 ,ZOO0 -,0775 *001Z -.0012 ,O01q
-,18 23*e4 ,9083 43431 -.1013 .0010 *_OB .0051
-*Zl 28.18 1*110Z ,5333 -.123A .0016 *0037 *0043
-.24 33,29 1,3704 ,7144 -,1433 *001Z .0053 .0050
-DE9 36,91 1.4050 .941L -,16[8 .60L5 *0€B3 .0173
,14 4_,39 1,3769 1.0673 -*Lb19 ,038B *0050 ,0314
-,03 -1,08 -,0693 ,0184 ,0109 .0004 -*0013 ,0068
°OZ -6.1_ -°2570 ,0523 °0306 .0008 -,0013 *OOB3
• OZ -5.75 -*2300 *0499 .CZ?7 ,OOb7 -*001Z *OOeZ
• vO -3.7Z -.153Z ,034_ *0197 ,0005 -.0510 *0065
-,OL -1.63 -°0774 *0Z4_ *01v9 *0004 -*O_LZ *0069
-,03 .62 -*OOOB *0176 .0021 ,0003 -.5010 *0065
-,p4 2*50 *O_?Z 40159 -,0054 *O_G4 -.O01Z *OOTO
-,06 _,k9 *21_3 .0183 -,OIZ_ .0006 -,0010 ,0052
-.03 -1,10 -,Obg? 4019Z ,0103 .0004 -.5016 *0080
TFST LZ1- RUN 40°
NUm MU_
8ETA ALPHA CL CO C_ ¢R_ 0?_ ¢?
030
-.05 4.95 *1344 *0198 -.OLSO .0_05 -*O00B °0005
1.90 4.99 .134? .0177 -.0151 -.5007 .0015 -.0058
3*94 SoZl .137_ .0178 -*0166 -.0032 o0053 _°0127
5*86 5*39 .14Z3 .0164 -*0376 -*0038 *0098 -*0359
7495 _.45 *3534 *0364 -.0190 -.0058 *0158 -.0401
13401 5.15 .1534 .0149 -°019_ -.OOBO .0373 -*06e5
16.06 5.30 .161B .0150 -*CZZO -*0088 .0377 -.1001
-1.89 A*60 .1117 .0161 -*OLZ9 °0037 -*0034 °0051
-3.92 4.95 .1796 *OZCO -*0158 .0031 -°0083 .0194
-5._9 5*03 .1345 *OZL1 -.0166 *0046 -*0134 .0399
-_418 5.18 *1431 .0313 -°_18_ *=063 -.U304 *OAe?
-13*54 _.03 .1559 *0306 -.01B4 *0067 -*0334 .0804
-L6.06 S.02 *1349 *03_8 -*OLq6 *0064 -.0419 .1139




T[_T 1Z1, R_ 61.
Nil" qUq
q_TA ALPHA CL ¢D Cq CR_ CY_ CY
D_G
-,_3 1_,18 o_Oa§ °10_6 -,(6u3 ,o_ob -,_013 °O000
1,87 25,08 °_033 ,1037 -,ObO0 -,0033 ,_008 -°O0?Z
3,90 1_,11 °5095 °104? -°C613 -,0077 ,_032 -°01ZZ
_°07 1_,4_ ,_285 ,1120 -,0633 -,0130 ,0070 -,OZZb
8,00 1_,19 ,_056 .1026 -,_b_6 -,0166 *0116 -,0313
]1,84 1_,04 *SG?_ ,1019 -.0608 -,b243 *_219 -,0_39
l_,gO 1_,10 ,_346 ,11G_ -,0654 -°0324 ,0326 -,0790
-2,08 16.88 °478_ ,_9_? -,_§_0 ,0047 -°OG3Z ,0069
-4,07 1_,_6 ,4999 ,104§ -,_608 ,0094 -,0060 ,0117
-_oQ_ 14,89 .4940 ,1031 -,0606 ,0139 -,0101 ,0199
-P*I_ 16,€1 ,4948 ,1047 -*06_ *01_7 -*01_ ,033§
-11,_0 1A,eO ,4934 .10_6 -,C§_8 °OZ_A -,_Z_O ,0_48
-16,13 1_*02 ,4978 ,1088 -,0609 ,_3t7 -°03_Z ,_829
-.10 14,91 ,47_4 ,6942 -,0_71 ,C011 °,0_16 ,0019
TFST 121* RUN 42*
_tlM qUq
PETI ALPHA CL CO Cq CR_ CYM CY
OEG
-.1_ 25*38 *9?69 ,_000 -.1090 *0022 *000? *gO_9
1,_b 2_°32 *9?47 ,3976 -.1_77 -*_53 *0026 -,0061
5°94 24°77 °9_83 °3781 -.107_ -°0216 °0G63 -*01_7
ff,49 2_,07 ,9?28 *3897 -,1094 -°03_ .0104 -*_Z?_
1_,09 _5.36 .9_12 ,A05_ -,1133 -._3_8 ,0189 -,_443
1_°7_ 2_.42 ,9836 *4_?_ -*1106 -,04_ *OZC8 -°0_22
-2°23 2_,22 ,9493 .3621 -,10_ .0107 -°0009 *00_4
-_*Q8 2_,01 *_399 .374_ -,1_A1 °_168 -*OOZ_ ,0114
-_,94 2_,21 ,9_30 °3884 -.1074 ,0247 -°00_6 °0174
-_.14 2_°16 ,q_bl ,38_ -,109_ *_310 -*0118 *0293
-12°07 2_,18 o9_29 °3_80 -°1117 o0413 -,0207 ,0_31
-1_.06 Z_*1_ o93_ ,3_2_ -.1J84 °_498 -°0236 *0698
-.15 2_.20 ,9_9_ °3921 -.1080 ,O¢Z_ *_0? *0614
T=ST 121, RUN 43*
RFTJ ALPHA CL CO C_ CR_ CYq CY
DEG
-.17 29,94 1.18_7 ,_017 -,1323 .0013 ,0033 ,O0_b
1._0 30,06 1.1P87 °606_ -*13_b -,OObb *UOZ_ ",0_Z_
3°96 29,89 _,1_2_ .599_ -.1317 -°01_3 ,0_19 -°00_?
_°?5 30°13 1°1_b °6097 -°132_ -°D219 °0_2 -,_071
8.0_ 30,42 1.192_ ,61_0 -,1312 -,_274 -°0002 -,0144
11°86 30,17 1,1332 *_8_1 -°11_0 -°029_ -,0021 -1_13_
1_,_2 2_°99 ,996? *5209 -,0955 -*0|43 -°0234 -*00?2
-Z.10 30,4_ 1,1799 .6079 -,1317 ,0112 °0_31 *0046
"4,13 2_°21 1o1720 ,_989 -°130_ ,01_7 °0043 °0093
-_,04 29*86 1,1697 *_?B4 -,1279 °026_ ,_043 °0143
-8,08 3_.06 1°1500 ,_8_4 -.1284 .0314 *0660 *019_
o12.25 29,98 L*11_ ,_671 -o1214 °U3_ *0069 ,0376
-1_*_9 2_.87 1o0094 ,_172 -,G98_ ,02?0 *_61 .3141
?_ST 121. RUN 44.
NU_ NU_
_ETA ALPHA CL CO C_ C_M CYP CY
-.16 3_,22 1,3692 ,8654 -.1_4 *0_01 *0_71 *0068
3._? 35,12 1°3449 ,8493 -°15_ -*00_ -°_OZ_ *0_36
_.89 35,28 1°Z_76 °8226 -.1363 -°0061 -°0074 ,001A
7°90 3_.1_ 1.20_3 ,7?27 -,1213 -°_1 -*0A63 ,0038
11°80 35°22 1°1_35 ,7146 -,1134 ,0007 -*0327 ,008_
15.84 34°97 1°0577 °6808 -°10_3 -*0126 -*0373 °0042
-2,16 3_.48 1,3517 .8_96 -°15§1 ,0074 ,0146 ,_019
-3°98 3_*32 1.3277 .839_ -,151_ ,01_6 .0196 ,0098
-6,04 3_*02 1.2_37 ,8094 -,1430 °_49 ,_238 .0159
"8,_9 3_,02 1.27_1 .8_09 -,1377 ,OZO? ,0274 ,01_3
-12.13 35,19 1,1198 .7187 -,127_ -*_00_ ,O§?Z *01_6
-16.2_ 34._7 l*_Aa? *6667 -*|268 .0114 *0_68 e0262




TFST 121. RUN 46.
NUP NUq
8ETA ALPHA CL CD Cq CRm CYM ¢Y
_fG
-.03 -1.17 -*ObSL *0212 .0059 .0092 *0044 -*0056
.4, 2.8A .Ob2L .0173 -.0098 .0086 .0080 -.0087
.56 _._L .1814 .0264 -.0247 .0089 .b_6Z -._L29
*L1 10.69 .3267 .0521 -.0515 .0102 .0059 -.0110
.16 14.8_ .6_92 *]0_9 -._bZ3 .011_ .00?2 -.0127
.Z_ 19.08 .6868 .1984 -.0797 *01ZZ .0079 -*0160
._5 23.47 .9003 .3582 -.1062 ._127 *0100 -.0152
.22 27*73 1.0938 .8087 -.1243 *0113 .0106 -._1_6
.33 32.00 1.2690 .7111 -.1655 ._106 *0119 -*01_0
.36 36.14 1.3815 .9128 -.18P8 .010? .0125 -.0C88
.63 39.8_ 1.3766 1.0517 -.1636 .0263 .01QO .O02L
-.03 -1.15 -.0695 .0193 .0064 .0092 .0045 -*0068
T_ST 121, PUN A?.
NUN NUq
8TTA ALPHA CL CO CM CRm ¢¥M CT
DTG
-,_3 -1.15 -,u_bO °0259 ,0122 .01_9 ,00_6 -.0149
• 06 Z.37 ,0414 ,OZSZ -,001_ .0149 .0080 -,0135
• 16 6,62 .L640 .0309 -,0173 ,0152 ,00g2 -,0153
• 27 10.62 .5030 ,0860 -,&326 ,0162 ,0101 -,0193
,35 16,81 ,6757 ,1067 -.0526 ,01_1 .0118 -.3216
,49 18,8& ,65_4 ,194_ -.&¥L3 ,01_0 .0126 -,0256
,59 23,46 ,8876 ,3617 -.1020 ,0183 ,U147 -.0271
,65 27.63 L.u?36 ._061 -.12_L ,0169 ,01_8 -.0266
,?5 32,00 1,Z479 .7088 -,1405 ,0162 ,0160 -,0287
• 87 36109 1,382Z ,9_43 -,L844 ,0193 ,01_ -,0203
•g_ 39.75 1,3324 1,0297 -,1571 ,0317 ,_11_ -,00_7
-,&3 -1,17 -,0?92 ,02?0 ,0131 ,0156 ,00_2 -,0125
TEST 12L. RU_ 48.
_Um NU_
BETA ALPHA CL CO CM CR_ CYM ¢Y
OEG
-.03 -1.11 .0184 .0151 -.0005 *0_0§ -.0012 *00_2
-._6 2*60 .1603 *U361 -*0167 .00_7 -.U008 .0033
-*_6 6.76 .3239 *OT2_ -.0361 .OOL4 -.0006 .0010
-.09 1_.88 ._019 .1369 -._25 .0017 -.uO_9 .0080
-.1_ 15.01 .6_08 .2311 -.0712 ._OZL -*0006 °.O00L
-.13 19._2 ._81 .3673 -._902 .0036 -.0016 .0025
-.15 23.66 1._766 .8Z86 -.1086 *0081 -.0009 *0036
-.18 Z_*26 1.2637 *?422 -.1265 .0056 .UOLZ .008T
-.21 32.23 L.Zql_ .8?59 -.1242 .0039 .0041 .0120
-.2_ 36.35 1._818 1.0035 -.1372 .€046 .0_04 .02?0
-.30 39.61 1.1750 1.0275 -.1619 .00_9 *0110 *0621
-.02 -1.07 .0172 ._116 " -.06_1 .C006 °.0&13 .0033
TEST 121, RUq 69.
NUN NUq
BETA ALPHA CL CO CN CRm CYN CY
OrG
-,04 4,qZ ,Z499 .0506 -,0256 ,0010 -,0009 ,OOt3
2,81 5.02 ,2_49 .0_0_ -.0261 -.0038 ,0013 -.0093
3.ql 5e09 .2616 ,05Q9 -,0271 --*0_86 ,0066 -,0196
5,59 5e17 .269& .0818 -*02_4 -.Olql ,0091 -.0343
7.93 5.32 .2769 ._0 -*0296 -*0Lg7 .0142 -.0498
11,85 _,54 ,2586 ,0526 -,0316 -,0306 .0288 -,0881
15.96 5.29 *2?gL .04?9 -.0317 -.0396 ,0857 -,1155
-1,98 4,88 ,25?5 ,0468 -,02_4 ,O05A -,0024 ,0070
-3,?? 5,07 ,2593 *0532 -,0271 ,_lOZ -*0063 ,0186
-6,00 5,13 ,26A8 ,08_ -,0282 ,0159 -.0120 *_35_
-8,07 5,23 *2716 ,0550 -,0294 ,C215 -*0178 ,0840
-12,06 5*17 ,2630 *0525 -.0294 ,0303 -,0283 ,3868
-18,94 4,95 *2502 .&4_6. -,0288 ,0374 -,0380 *LZ01




TEST 1Zl, RUN 50e
NUM NUM
BETA ALPHA CL CD CM CRm CYM CY
DEG
-.IZ 15.27 oTOZb ,737Z -°07ZO ,0023 -,0008 o0005
1.85 15,19 .7GZ1 .Z3_6 -o072Z -.0070 ,OOZ_ -*0131
3,83 1_,36 o7U67 ,2373 -,07Z_ -,0169 .0056 -°OZTZ
S.q5 l_.4B .7155 ,Z60_ -o073_ -.OZ7_ iOOg8 -o0416
7.80 1_.43 oTIZ4 .2384 -.0735 -,0363 .0137 -,055_
11oe6 ZS._O oT_3Z .Z3?9 -.©7_6 -oO_TZ ,OZ_3 -o0909
IS.87 15.31 .b371 .2106 -.0589 -.0_08 °0313 -o1190
-2.06 1_.7_ .b57_ ,Z132 -,Ob?_ ,01ZO -._37 ,012_
-3.90 15.07 ,68ZZ ,_ZT8 -.0701 ,0_1_ -,0075 *_Z31
-5.86 15oOZ o677_ oZZS3 -,0703 ,0310 -,Ollb 103el
-7.95 Z_,97 .6735 ,ZZ31 -,_TU7 oG_O7 -.0171 ,_$76
-IZ,ll 1_,10 ,_6_0 ,ZZ13 -.0707 o060T -,0Z87 .09_0
-16o17 1_.17 ,589_ o1972 °.0_4_ ,Oh30 -,_358 ,IZZ_
-oU? _5.ZZ ,68_1 °ZZ_6 -,0701 °OOZ6 -.001_ ,0031
TEST |Z_, mUN 51.
NU_ NUq
BETA ALPH6 CL CO CM CEH CYM CY
OEG
-.09 ZS.2Z _,_3_ ,5_1 -,1_ ,0_5_ -.0_6 ,OOZ_
1,_1 Z_°18 1.1380 ,5890 °o11_ -,OOqO .002_ -.0106
3,77 Z4,93 1,1Z_9 .57_8 -,1131 -.0230 ,00_1 -,OZ_B
5o8_ ZSoOZ 1,08Zb ,5§?6 -,103Z -°03_B ,0073 -o0359
11oT_ Z_o33 o9_Z9 ._9_0 -,0860 -°0_3 _05_ -_3_q3
1_°9G ZS_3b _?31_ o3_Tl -o0_1 -,OZd4 -.0166 -o037_
-2°OT Z_o3_ lolZ§? .5862 -,Z135 °0_1_ -°0_38 o01_7
-5,92 Z4o_8 1,0S_Z .5_05 -°101_ .039_ -°OOS3 1_395
-1ZOO2 _°27 oT_SQ I_O_ -oO_TO I_Z3_ o017Z o0130
-1_o_ Z_ ,7198 o375_ -,OT_3 o0398 ,01_Z o033Z
-.08 25,_b Zo1386 ,_9_B -,11_b *O0_Z °,000_ o003_
T;ST 121. AUH 5Z,
_LIN NU_
BETA ALPHA CL CD Cq CRM CYM CY
OEG
-.11 30,35 1,16_9 ,8025 -IIIQ_ .00_0 °OOZS .00_6
l,q_ 3G,Z8 Z°1619 .7950 -,1Z_3 -.0031 °0018 -o00_6
3,89 30.18 1,117_ ,7650 -.1ZH8 -,0116 .GU30 -°0119
5,89 30,_5 1,13T_ .71B3 -,1137 -,0173 °OOZZ -,0138
7°95 19185 ogTE1 o6119 -*111§ -.0056 -o020_ ._066
11o89 19.95 .90_5 °5675 -113_g -°0160 -.0181 -.0115
15o87 ZQ.ET °8_9 °SZTq -,1335 -*_B6 -.0215 -.0_6_
-_.0_ 30.1_ 1,Z151 .7656 °.11B_ ,012_ .OOZ_ ,01_3
-_°06 Z9.8_ 1.1689 ,71_1 -.1_39 °OZIZ .0016 °_Zl_
-6,16 30°_3 1.08_1 °6891 -°lObZ °0210 _OOB9 .0153
-8°OT 30.0S °9167 o_797 -,090_ .0_31 _011_ o0039
-IZ.18 30.09 ,8716 o553_ -.0931 .0189 .0195 .0109
-1b,06 30.10 .8070 .5113 -._9_9 .0_01 .0303 ,0_71
-oll 30.31 1.Z571 .7919 -.118_ .O03B .0016 .0036
TEST 1Z1. RU_ 53.
NI)M NUq
BET& ALPHA CL CO Cm CPm CYR CY
n_G
-.09 3_._0' 1.28_Z .9701 -°1319 .00_1 .0096 .0196
1.83 35.15 1.Z_58 °9363 -.137q .0031 .00_0 ,0152
3°87 3_.q7 1o1817 .B801 -.13E0 .0008 -oO0_Z ,_Z_T
5.99 _,2b 1o117_ .B_ -.137_ -.00_6 -.017Z ,_2_?
BoO_ 3_,8_ 1*0716 .T999 -_1_58 -.0095 -_02TB ,0151
IZ.10 35.03 1.0071 oTS_ -o155Z -.OZ3T -o0_31 °009_
15o85 35.13 .9Z73 .6980 -o1_71 -°03_9 -.037G -.03_0
-1.91 35o15 1.110_ .90T5 -,I116 .003_ °0126 .0189
-_.11 3_.9_ 1.1586 _86Z_ -,117_ °009_ ,01el .011_
-_.99 35.0_ 1.0_11 .B190 -°115b .01G3 .0191 ,OZO0
-7.99 3_.03 l.Hlb3 o7633 -.114_ .0116 .0396 ,0111
_12,0Z 35.10 .9_5 .?l_b -.1267 o_1_ ._b9 o0371
-16,1_ 3_.20 ,8626 °6508 -.1176 ,0383 .0_71 .0719
-.IZ 35.1B 1.1866 ,9635 -,1317 .00_1 .0096 .016_
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VLM-SA Input - 0 Degree LEVFDeflection
TII9 74 DEGGOTHICVF DESIGN - DEL(LE/TE)=O/O DEGS























VLM-SA Input - 40 Degree LEVF Deflection
Tl19 74 DEG GOTHIC VF DESIGN - DEL(LE/TE)=40/ODEGS























VORSTABInput - 0 Degree LEVF, Tail Off, Vortex Burst On
A74 DEGREEDELTAWINGWITH FUSELAGEAND0 LEVF NOTAIL WITH VORTEXBURST
I 0 0 I
I 0 0 I
1 15 0 1 0 0
I I 0 0
0.000
8 0 3 I
1.5 13.68
14.360 1,5 0.0 14,36 1,5 0,0
47,587 13.68 0.0 47.587 II .028 0.0
1
14.36 47.587 1.5 47.587 47.587 13.680 0.0 0.0
7 2 I 0
0.0 3.64 8.64 14.64 20.64 27.64 33.227
0.0 1.95 4.00 6.18 8.21 10.48 12.18
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VORSTABInput - 40 Degree LEVF, Tail Off, Vortex Burst On
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VORSTABInput - 40 Degree LEVF, Tail On, Vortex Burst On
A74 DEGREE DELTA WING WITH FUSELAGE,40 LEVF, VERTICALTAIL, AND VORTEX BURST
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VORSTABInput - 40 Degree LEVF, Tail On, Vortex Burst Off
A 74 DEGREEDELTAWINGWITH FUSELAGE,40 LEVF, VERTICALTAIL, NOVORTEXBURST
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Figure 1.- LEVF design philosophy.
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Figure 4.- Wind-tunnel model in the NASA Langley Research Center
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Figure 7b.- Effect of LEVFdeflection on lateral-directional
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Figure 10.- Effect of verticaltail and nose on the yawing moment
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Figure 11.- Effect of verticaltail and nose on the rollingmoment
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Figure 12.- Effectof verticaltail and nose on the side-force
characteristicswith 6LE = 0°;
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Figure 12.- Continued
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Figure 13.- Effect of verticaltail and nose on the yawing moment
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Figure 14.- Effectof verticaltail and nose on the rollingmoment
characteristicswith 6LE = 40°"
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Figure 15.- Effect of verticaltail and nose on the side-force
characteristicswith 6LE = 40°•
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Figure 19.- Effectof asymmetricalLEVF and differential
ailerondeflectionon rollingand yawing moments.
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Figure 25.- Comparisonof theoreticaland experimentallongitudinal
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Figure 26.- Comparison of theoretical and experimental longitudinal
aerodynamic characteristics with oLE = 40°.
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Figure 27.- Comparisonof theoreticaland experimentallongitudinal
aerodynamiccharacteristicswith aLE = 30°.
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Figure 28.- Comparisonof theoreticaland experimentallongitudinal
aerodynamiccharacteristicswith aLE = -30°.
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Figure 29.- Comparisonof theoreticaland experimentallateral-
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Figure 30.- Comparisonof theoreticaland experimentallateral-
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Figure 31.- Comparisonof theoreticaland experimentallateral-
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